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Abstract
To ensure the conformance of an implementation under test (in the following IUT) with respect to a specification requires, in
general, the application of an infinite number of tests. In order to use finite test suites, most testing methodologies add some feasible
hypotheses about the behavior of the IUT. Since these methodologies are designed for considering a fix set of hypotheses, they
usually do not have the capability of dealing with other testing scenarios where the set of assumed hypotheses varies. In this paper
we propose a logic to infer whether a set of observations (i.e., results of test applications) allows to claim that the IUT conforms
to the specification if a specific set of hypotheses (taken from a repertory of hypotheses) is assumed. We show the soundness and
completeness of our logic with respect to a general notion of conformance.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Current systems have reached a high complexity. They usually have multiple components that can be very different,
even built by different developers. As a result, none of the development team members knows the implementation
so thoroughly to state, without any additional consideration, that the system is correct. These facts make it necessary
to apply systematic techniques in order to check the system correctness. There are many alternatives to do this. One
of them consists in working with an abstract model (specification) showing the desirable behavior of the system.
Then, we define the correctness of the IUT in terms of its comparison with the specification: We say that the IUT
conforms to the specification if it shows a similar behavior to that of the model. In order to check the conformance
of the implementation with respect to the specification, we may use formal testing techniques to extract tests from the
specification, each test representing a desirable behavior that the IUT must fulfill. It is obvious that the more time we
spend testing an IUT, the higher is the confidence in its correctness. However, software projects are usually bound to
tight time constrains and the effort devoted to testing is limited. Actually, since most systems exhibit possibly infinite
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behaviors, it would take infinite time to assess the validity of all these behaviors. In order to overcome this problem,
testers add some reasonable assumptions about the IUT regarding the knowledge about its construction. For example,
the tester can assume that the implementation can be represented by means of a deterministic finite state machine, that
it has at most n states, etc.
In this line, a wide range of testing methodologies have been proposed which, for a specific set of initial hypotheses,
guarantee that a test suite extracted from the specification is correct and complete to check the conformance of the IUT
with respect to the specification (e.g. [4,13,21,17]). However, a framework of hypotheses established in advance is very
strict and limits the applicability of a specific testing methodology. For example, it could be desirable that, in a concrete
environment, the tester assumes that the behavior in four specific states of the implementation is deterministic and that
two of them represent equivalent states of the implementation. Furthermore, the tester could also make more complex
assumptions such as “non-deterministic states of the implementation cannot show outputs that the machine did not
show once the state has been tested 100 times”. In a different scenario the tester could not believe this assumption but
think that “if she observes two sequences of length 200 and all their inputs and outputs coincide then they actually
traverse the same IUT states”. Let us note that if the tester assumes the validity of a set of hypotheses to test a given
IUT, then a specific test suite would be appropriate, while by using other hypotheses the test suite could not be so. It
would be desirable to provide the tester with a tool to let her analyze the impact of considering a given set of hypotheses
in the testing process, as well as the consequences of adding/eliminating hypotheses from the set. The goal of this
methodology would be to ascertain if a given finite set of observations extracted by a test suite is complete in the case
that the considered hypotheses hold, that is, we assess whether obtaining these observations from the IUT implies that
the IUT conforms to the specification if the hypotheses hold.
In this paper we propose a logic called HOTL (Hypotheses and Observations Testing Logic). Its aim is to assess
whether a given set of observations implies the correctness of the IUT under the assumption of a given set of hypotheses.
In order to allow the tester to compose sets of hypotheses, the logic provides a repertory of hypotheses, including
hypotheses appearing in known testing methodologies. The final goal of the logic is to facilitate at least the following
three tasks. First, a tester can use it to customize the testing process to her specific environment. By using the logic,
she can infer not only the consequences of adding a new test, but also the consequences of adding a new hypothesis.
In this way, the tester has control over a wide range of testing variables. In particular, the construction of test suites to
extract observations and the definition of hypotheses can influence each other. This provides a dynamic testing scenario
where, depending on the specification and the tester’s knowledge of the IUT, different test suites and hypotheses can
be considered. Second, such logic allows the tester to evaluate the quality of a test suite to discover errors in an
implementation: If the observations that could be extracted by the test suite require (for their completeness) a set of
hypotheses that is harder to be accepted than those required by another suite, then the latter suite should be preferred.
This is because this suite could allow the tester to reach diagnostics in a less restrictive environment. Finally, let us also
note that such a logic may provide a conceptual bridge between different testing approaches. In particular, we may use
it to represent the (fix) sets of hypotheses considered by different approaches. Then, by considering the observations
each test suite could obtain, a test suite that is complete in an approach (i.e., under some hypotheses) could be turned
into a new suite that is complete in another (i.e., under the assumption of another set of hypotheses). Similarly, we can
analyze how the size of test suites is affected by hypotheses. Moreover, we can use the logic to create intermediate
approaches where sets of hypotheses are appropriately mixed. Let us note that to compare two methodologies might
require to extend the logic: If a hypothesis cannot be expressed with the current repertory of hypotheses, then the logic
might be extended to allow to represent it. Fortunately, the modularity of the logic will ease this task. As we will see,
it is very likely that only a new hypothesis predicate and a new deduction rule, to handle this hypothesis, should be
added.
Since the first of the previous tasks, that is, serving as core a of a (dynamic) testing methodology, enables the
others, next we concentrate on how our logic is applied to perform it. The methodology consists of two phases.
The first phase consists in the classical application of tests to the IUT. By using any of the available methods in the
literature, a test suite will be derived from the specification. If the application of this test suite finds an unexpected
result then the testing process stops: The IUT is not conforming. However, if such a wrong behavior is not detected
then the tester cannot be sure that the IUT is correct. In this case, the second phase begins, that is, the tester applies
the logic described in this paper to infer whether passing these tests implies that the IUT is correct if a given set
of hypotheses is assumed. If it does then the IUT is assumed to be correct; otherwise, the tester may be interested
in either applying more tests or in assuming more hypotheses (in the latter case, on the cost of feasibility) and
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then applying the logic again until the correctness of the IUT is effectively granted. In order to appropriately apply
the logic, the behavior of the IUT observed during the application of tests must be properly represented. For each
application of a test to the IUT, we construct an observation, that is, a sequence of inputs and outputs denoting
the test and the response produced by the IUT, respectively. Both observations and the assumed hypotheses will be
represented by appropriate predicates of the logic. Then, the deduction rules of the logic will allow to infer whether
we can claim that the IUT conforms to the specification. Actually, the logic will be used to check whether all the
implementations that could produce these observations and fulfill the requirements of the hypotheses conform to the
specification.
In the predefined repertory, hypotheses are split into two kinds: Hypotheses concerning specific parts (states) of the
IUT and hypotheses concerning the whole IUT. In order to unambiguously denote the states regarded by the former,
they will be attached to the corresponding observations that reached these states. For example, if the IUT was showing
the sequence of outputs o1, o2, . . . , on as answer to the sequence of inputs i1, i2, . . . , in, the tester may think that the
state reached after performing i1/o1 is deterministic or that the state reached after performing the sequence i1/o1, i2/o2
is the same as the one reached after performing the whole sequence i1/o1, i2/o2, . . . , in/on. Let us remark that these
are hypotheses that the tester is assuming. Thus, she might be wrong and reach a wrong conclusion. However, this is
similar to the case when the tester assumes that the implementation is deterministic or that it has at most n states and,
in reality, this is not the case. In addition to using hypotheses associated to observations, the tester can also consider
global hypotheses that concern the whole IUT. These are assumptions such as the ones that we mentioned before:
Assuming that the IUT is deterministic, that it has at most n states, that it has a unique initial state, etc. In order to
denote the assumption of this kind of hypotheses, specific logic predicates will be used.
Let us note that there are several papers where testing hypotheses are used to perform the testing process. For
example, we may consider that the implementation is deterministic (e.g. [18,11]), that we are testing the coupling of
several components by assuming that all of them are correct or that at most one of them is incorrect (e.g. [14]), etc.
Our methodology provides a generalization of these frameworks because it allows to decide the specific hypotheses
we will consider. In this line, we can compare the suitability of different test suites or test criteria in terms of the
hypotheses that are considered (e.g. [15]); some formal relations to compare test suites have been defined [10]. Since
our logic provides a mechanism to effectively compare sets of hypotheses, it may help to compute relations defined in
these terms. Even though we work with rules and properties, our work is not related to model checking [7] since we
do not check the validity of properties: We assume that they hold and we infer results about the conformity of the IUT
by using this assumption. In the same way, this work is not related to some recent work on passive testing where the
validity of a set of properties (expressed by means of invariants) is checked by passively observing the execution of
the system (e.g. [12,2,5,3]).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In order to illustrate our goals, in the next section we informally present
some deductions we can make with our logic. In Section 3 we present some basic concepts related to the formalisms
that we will use. In Section 4 we introduce the predicates ofHOTL, while in Section 5 we present the deduction rules.
The main properties of the logic, soundness and completeness, are proved in Section 6. Next, in Section 7 we discuss
some methods to extend HOTL. In Section 8 we present our conclusions and some directions for further research.
Finally, the repertory of hypotheses of HOTL is depicted in the appendix of the paper.
2. Preliminary examples
Before concepts are formally described in forthcoming sections, let us present an informal overview of our method-
ology. Deduction rules will be informally applied to reach conclusions in two simple examples. Though rules are
applied in a given order in HOTL, in the following examples this order will be relaxed for the sake of clarity.
Let us consider the spec specification shown in Fig. 1 (up left), defined in the form of a finite state machine. As
usual, an arrow points to the initial state. We consider the following conformance testing relation: An IUT conforms to
the specification if for any sequence of inputs that is considered by the specification, the sequence of outputs offered
by the IUT is also offered by the specification. The following hypothesis will be assumed: Both specifications and
implementations can be represented by finite state machines.
Let us suppose that we interact with the IUT by offering the sequence of inputs (a, a, a) and we obtain the sequence
of outputs (d, e, f ). Then, our knowledge about the IUT is that, from one of the initial states of the IUT (there could be
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Fig. 1. Specifications and models (1/2).
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more than one), the sequence (a/d, a/e, a/f ) can be produced. We create a model to represent our knowledge about
the IUT. The model, denoted by model1, is shown in Fig. 1. Let us note that some states of this model could coincide
in the IUT, but we do not know this fact yet. So, by now all steps in the observation are represented by transitions
involving different states. At this point it is important to make clear that even though models will be depicted as FSM-like
diagrams, they actually denote the set of all FSMs that can perform the transitions shown in the diagram and, perhaps,
other non-depicted transitions. In particular, the FSM that exactly coincides with the diagram is only one of the FSMs
represented by the model.
Clearly, model1 does not represent an IUT that necessarily conforms to spec since some FSMs represented by
model1 do not conform to spec. Since any of these FSMs could denote the IUT, the conformance is not guaranteed.
This is consistent with our current knowledge about the IUT. For example, we do not know the reaction of the IUT
to b and c in two situations that are considered by spec. Moreover, nothing guarantees that the reaction to (a, a, a)
will always be (d, e, f ). The IUT could be nondeterministic and the initial state could not be unique. Besides, we
do not know whether further transitions allow to cycle the sequence (a/d, a/e, a/f ) as spec denotes. Hence, more
information (i.e. observations and hypotheses) are required to validate the IUT. Obviously, if during the test application
phase we observe an unexpected output then we stop and conclude that the IUT is not correct. For example, if after
the sequence of inputs (a, b) we receive the sequence of outputs (d, f ) then we know that the IUT is not conforming.
Thus, during the rest of the section we will show examples where observations do not contain unexpected behavior.
Let us assume that we can bring the IUT back to (one of) its initial state(s), that is, that there exists a reliable reset
button. After using it, we interact again with the IUT: We offer (a, b, b) and we obtain (d, d, d). This allows to extend
our model of the IUT as shown in model2. Since initial states in both observations could be different, both sequences
depart from different initial states in the model.
Let us choose some other hypotheses from the available repertory and let us assume them. First, we will suppose
that the initial state is unique in the IUT. This assumption, as any other, could be wrong. However, our study of the
IUT will go on under the assumption that it actually holds. If there is a single initial state then our two observations
share the initial state. Thus, the model can be refined as depicted in model3. Let us introduce another hypothesis: If
a given input is offered at an IUT state a high number of times, then all outputs that can be produced in response to
this input are produced at least once, and all the states the IUT could move to are reached at least once. In our simple
example, let us suppose that 2 is a high number. Since a has been offered two times at the initial state of the IUT, the
only response that can be given to a in this state is d . Moreover, the destinations of both transitions with a/d, the states
2 and 6, are the only available destinations when a is offered from this state.
Let us introduce a few assumptions about the states reached in the IUT through the observations. Let us suppose
that the states reached in the first observation after (a/d) and in the second after (a/d) coincide. In our model, it means
that 2 and 6 are the same state. The new model is model4. We can also use this assumption to relate states in the same
observation. We assume that states in the second observation after (a/d, b/d) and (a/d, b/d, b/d) coincide. Then, 7
and 8 are the same state and we get model5.
Conclusions about the IUT cannot be provided until the c/e transition of the specification is observed in the IUT.
Hence, we need more observations. Let us suppose that we offer (a, c, a, c) and the IUT answers (d, e, d, e). Since
we assumed that there is a single initial state, this observation begins at state 1. Besides, we deduced before that all the
responses of this state to the input a are known. So, the observation traverses the known transition from 1 to 2. Next,
input c is offered. Nothing about the response (or responses) in state 2 to c is known yet. Hence, from this point on all
states are new. The resulting model is model6.
Let us assume now that if the IUT performs a long sequence then, all times this sequence is taken, the same IUT
states and transitions are traversed. In our simple example, we suppose that long means that the length of the sequence is
higher than or equal to 2. Our model performs 1 a/d−−−→ 2 c/e−−−→ 9 and 9 a/d−−−→ 10 c/e−−−→ 11. Hence, we can assume
that 1 is 9, 2 is 10, and 9 is 11. Moreover, we also have 2 b/d−−−→ 7 b/d−−−→ 7 and 7 b/d−−−→ 7 b/d−−−→ 7, so 2 is 7. The
resulting model is model7.
Let us suppose that the state 2 is deterministic. We need more information to infer whether the behavior of the
IUT after (a/d, a/e, a/f ) is correct. Again, we propose (a, a, a) and we obtain the same result: (d, e, f ). Since we
assume the uniqueness of the initial state, the new observation also starts at 1. As we said before, the only possible
transition from state 1 with input a produces d and moves the machine to state 2. Hence, the first transition of the new
observation is known: 1 a/d−−−→ 2. Since we assume that 2 is deterministic, the observation follows by performing the
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known transition 2 a/e−−−→ 3. However, nothing is known about state 3. So, the transition a/f leads to a new state. The
resulting model is model8. Let us note that a has already been offered two times from state 3. Due to our previous
assumption that all the reactions are observed (at a given state and for a given input) if they are stimulated at least two
times, the set of transitions that are available from the state 3 with the input a is completely known.
Let us assume now that the states 12 and 1 coincide in the IUT. We obtain model9. Then, we introduce a new
hypothesis: We suppose that from state 4 on, the behavior of the IUT is exactly the behavior defined by the specification
from its state 1 on. For example, one might wish to include this hypothesis because the behavior from this state on
represents a functionality/component that was tested/validated before. Thus, we can copy and paste the behavior of the
specification spec and connect it to 4. The result is model10. Let us note that this model cannot react to unspecified
inputs in undesirable ways: Even though states 1 and 3 may be nondeterministic, our assumptions allowed to infer
that the behavior when the input a is proposed is completely known in both cases. Let us also note that the reaction of
these states when b or c are proposed is irrelevant for the correctness of the model with respect to our specification. We
assumed that 2 is deterministic, and the behavior of states 13, 14, and 15 is supposed to exactly simulate the behavior
of spec. So, the model does not allow to react wrongly when inputs concerned by spec are offered. Thus, the model is
correct, that is, all the FSMs that fit into the model conform to the specification. Hence, if the hypotheses commented
before are assumed then the IUT that produced these observations necessarily conforms to spec.
Let us note that many other sets of observations and hypotheses allow to deduce the correctness of the IUT. For
instance, let us substitute our two observations of the sequence (a/d, a/e, a/f ) by two observations of the sequence
(a/d, a/e, a/f, a/d). If we consider all the hypotheses applied before up to the construction of model8 then model
model11, also depicted in Fig. 1, is obtained. Let us also assume the hypothesis that the IUT has, at most, 3 states.
Among all states in model11, no state in the set {1, 2, 3} can be fused with any other state of the same set: If a is offered
in 1 or 3 then the only allowed answer is d or f , respectively. Since the state 2 is deterministic, after a is offered only
e is allowed. Hence, using at most 3 states requires that all states in the set {4, 12, 16, 17} are fused with a state in
{1, 2, 3}. Since 4 and 12 perform a/d , they must coincide with 1. Let us note that if, for example, states 4 and 2 are fused
then 2 can produce either d or e when a is offered, which does not keep the condition that 2 is deterministic. Hence,
16 and 17 must coincide with 2. We deduce that the only model that consistently keeps the requirements imposed by
observations and hypotheses is model12. We also have that all the FSMs represented by this model conform spec. So,
the new set of observations and hypotheses also imply the correction of the IUT.
Providing conclusions about the correctness of the IUT may be easier if we apply actual hypotheses in depth. For
example, in model8 we find the sequences of length two 2
a/e−−−→ 3 a/f−−−→ 4 and 2 a/e−−−→ 3 a/f−−−→ 12. Since both
long sequences coincide, the hypotheses assumed in this case allow to infer that 4 and 12 coincide. Hence, there is no
need to apply specific hypotheses to 4 and 12, as we did before. By similar arguments, in model11 we can match 4 and
12, as well as 16 and 17. Hypotheses will be applied in depth in our logic.
It is worth to point out that, in the previous example, the conformance of the IUT was not guaranteed until suitable
sets of observations and hypotheses were considered. For instance, if the sets of observations and hypotheses are exactly
those we considered up to the construction of model5 then the IUT is not necessarily conforming: After the sequence
of inputs (a, b, c) is produced, it is not guaranteed that the sequence of outputs (d, d, e) will be obtained. That is, if
we assume these hypotheses and tests provide us with these observations, then the IUT might still be incorrect.
We present another small example where more subtle features of our methodology are explored. Let us consider
the spec′ specification depicted in Fig. 2. We interact with the IUT and we obtain the observations (a/d, b/e, a/d)
and (b/d, a/d, a/e). Let us note that the second observation performs actions that are not concerned by spec′: No
requirement is given for input b from its first state. Contrarily to what may be expected, this observation will provide
significant information about the conformance of the IUT to spec′. As we will see, the fact that the IUT answers
d to input b from its first state will allow to distinguish this state from another deterministic IUT state where e is
answered to b. This will allow to associate other concerned observed actions with different states accordingly. It will
turn out that all FSMs that fulfill the deduced conditions actually conform to spec′. The reader may think that a tester
would never apply an input that is not specified in the specification and that this example is artificial. We just say that
if the tester applies these strange inputs then in some situations she can obtain valuable information about the IUT.
However, this application could also provide useless information. Anyway, if only expected inputs are applied, then the
same knowledge can also be obtained but, possibly, with more testing effort. Let us consider how the facts previously
commented are deduced.
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Fig. 2. Specifications and models (2/2).
After the observations (a/d, b/e, a/d) and (b/d, a/d, a/e) are considered, the model13 is obtained. Let us consider
only three assumptions: All IUT states are deterministic, the initial state is unique and the IUT has at most 2 states. All
states of model13 must collapse into only 2 states. Let us consider the models fulfilling this requirement in such a way
that the states are deterministic. Since 1 and 7 react to a in a different way, they cannot coincide. For the same reasons,
6 and 7 must be different. The fact that only 2 states can be used implies that 1 and 6 must coincide. Moreover, since
both 1 and 6 are deterministic, they move to the same state when the input a is offered (and the output d is answered):
2 and 7 must coincide. The state 2 reacts to b by producing e, but 5 answers d to this input. Hence, 5 cannot be fused
with 2 and 7 and, by elimination, it must be fused with 1 and 6. Similarly, 3 produces d when a is offered, so it cannot
be fused with 2 and 7 and it must join 1, 6, and 5. Since 3 and 1 are the same state, the destination of a/d from 3, the
state 4, must coincide with the destination of 1, that is, 2 (and 7). Summarizing, 1, 3, 5, 6 and 2, 4, 7 must be grouped
into different states, though 8 can join any of both groups. Depending on the election of 8, two models are possible:
model14 and model15. Since all the FSMs represented by these two models conform to spec′, any IUT that can produce
the two observations conforms to spec′, provided that the considered hypotheses hold. In the next sections we will
present the logic allowing to make these deductions. In order to illustrate formal concepts, a more complex running
example will be used in the following sections.
3. Formal model
In this section we introduce some basic concepts that will be used along the paper to formally present our methodol-
ogy. Specifically, we introduce the notion of finite state machine and a conformance relation. Let us note that machines
are allowed to be non-deterministic. It will be the tester, by adding the corresponding hypothesis, who can assume that
some/all states of the machine are deterministic.
Definition 1. A finite state machine, in short FSM, is a tuple of five elements F = (S, inputs, outputs, I, T ) where
S is the set of states, inputs is the set of input actions, outputs is the set of output actions, I ⊆ S is the set of initial
states, and T is the set of transitions.
A transition is a tuple (s, i, o, s′) ∈ T where s, s′ ∈ S are the initial and final state of the transition, respectively,
i ∈ inputs is the input that activates the transition, and o ∈ outputs is the output produced in response. A transition
(s, i, o, s′) ∈ T is also denoted by s i/o−−→ s′.
We say that (i1/o1, . . . , in/on) is a trace of F if there exists an initial state s1 ∈ I and states s2, . . . , sn+1 ∈ S
such that the transitions s1
i1/o1−−−→ s2, s2 i2/o2−−−→ s3, . . . , sn in/on−−−→ sn+1 belong to T . The set of all traces of F
is denoted by traces(F ). Let us consider s1, s2 ∈ S. We say that the state s2 is reachable from s1, denoted by
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isReachable(F, s1, s2), if either s1 = s2 or there exist s′, i, o with s1 i/o−−→ s′ ∈ T and isReachable(F, s′, s2);
reachableStates(F, s) contains all the states s′ such that isReachable(F, s, s′) holds.
Let s ∈ S and i ∈ inputs. Then, outs(F, s, i) denotes the set of outputs that can be produced at state s in response
to i, that is, {o | ∃ s′ : s i/o−−→ s′ ∈ T }.
Let s ∈ S. We say that s is a deterministic state of F , denoted by isDet(F, s), if there do not exist two transitions
s
i/o′−−−→ s′, s i/o′′−−−→ s′′ ∈ T such that o′ /= o′′ or s′ /= s′′. We say that F is deterministic if for all state s ∈ S we have
isDet(F, s).
The set of all FSMs is denoted by FsmSet.
Given an FSM, due to technical reasons and without loss of generality, we will assume that for all s ∈ S and
i ∈ inputs there exists o ∈ outputs such that ∃ s′ ∈ S : s i/o−−→ s′ ∈ T . Making an FSM to fulfill this property is
trivial: It is enough to extend outputs with a new fresh output symbol. In order to fix the kind of formalisms our logic
will deal with, the following hypothesis will be imposed: Both implementations and specifications can be represented by
appropriate FSMs. As a consequence, we have that when an input is offered to an IUT it always produces an observable
response (that is, quiescent states not producing any output are not considered). In order to simplify the model, we
implicitly assume the existence of a reliable reset button in the IUT allowing us to obtain separated observations, that
is, sequences where each of them departs from one of the initial states.
Next we present the basic conformance relation that will be considered in our framework. This relation is similar
to ioco [21] but in the framework of FSMs. It has been introduced in [16] as a preliminary step to define timed
conformance relations for FSMs. Intuitively, an IUT is conforming to a specification if it does not invent behaviors for
those traces that can be executed by the specification. As usual, we will assume that the IUT is input-enabled, that is,
for all state s and input i there exist o, s′ such that s i/o−−→ s′ belongs to the set of transitions of the IUT. During the rest
of the paper, and when no confusion arises, we will assume that the FSM representing a generic specification is given
by spec = (Sspec, inputsspec, outputsspec, Ispec, Tspec).
Definition 2. Let S and I be two FSMs. We say that I conforms to S, denoted by I conf S, if for all ρ1 = (i1/o1, . . . ,
in−1/on−1, in/on) ∈ traces(S), with n ≥ 1, we have ρ2 = (i1/o1, . . . , in−1/on−1, in/o′n) ∈ traces(I ) implies ρ2 ∈
traces(S).
Example 1. A running example, adapted from [8], will be used along the paper to illustrate our framework. A medical
ray beaming system is controlled by using three buttons: A button for charging the machine (a single button press
increases the voltage by 10 mV), another one for the beam activation, and the last one for resetting the machine at any
time. The system will only charge the machine twice (increasing the voltage up to 20 mV) and it only lets to beam
twice. Any further attempt to either increase the charge of the machine or to activate the beaming will be rejected
because there is a danger of seriously injuring the patient. The components of spec_ray are:
• Sspec_ray = {r, c1, c2, b1, b2}, where r denotes the ready state, c1/c2 denote the states where the beamer has been
charged one/two times, and b1/b2 denote the states where the first/second beaming is performed.
• inputsspec_ray = {br, bc, bb}, where br/bc/bb respectively denote that the reset/charging/beaming button has
been pressed.
• outputsspec_ray = {mr,mc,mb, re}, where mr/mc/mb respectively denote that the machine is ready/charging/
beaming while re denotes that the command has been rejected.
• Ispec_ray = {r}, that is, the initial state is ready.
Fig. 3 shows the FSM corresponding to spec_ray.
4. Predicates of the logic
In this section we present the predicates that will be part of HOTL. These predicates will encode our knowledge
and assumptions about the IUT. In particular, they will allow us to represent the observations that we have obtained
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Fig. 3. Finite state machine spec_ray.
from the IUT during the preliminary classical testing phase. Observations denote that, in response to a given sequence
of inputs, the IUT produced a given sequence of outputs. Our notion of observation will include some assumptions
about the IUT as well as the observed behavior. Let us remark that if one of the sequences shows a behavior that is
forbidden by the specification, then the IUT does not conform to the specification and no further analysis is required,
that is, there is no need to apply our logic.
4.1. Manipulating observations
During the rest of the paper, Obs denotes the set of all the observations collected during the preliminary interaction
with the IUT, while Hyp denotes the set of hypotheses the tester has assumed. In this latter set, we will not consider
the hypotheses that are implicitly introduced by means of observations.
Observations follow the form ob = (a1, i1/o1, a2, . . . , an, in/on, an+1) ∈ Obs, where ob is a unique identifica-
tion name. It denotes that when the sequence of inputs i1, . . . , in was proposed from the initial configuration of
the implementation, the sequence o1, . . . , on was obtained as response. In addition, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n+1, aj rep-
resents a set of special attributes concerning the state of the implementation that we reached after performing
i1/o1, . . . , ij−1/oj−1 in this observation. Attributes denote our assumptions about this state. For all 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1
the attributes in the set aj are of the form imp(q) or det, where imp(q) denotes that the implementation state reached
after i1/o1, . . . , ij−1/oj−1 is associated to a state identifier name q and det denotes that the implementation state
reached after i1/o1, . . . , ij−1/oj−1 in this observation is deterministic. State identifier names are used to match equal
states: If two states are associated with the same state identifier name then they represent the same state of the
implementation.1 The set of all state identifier names will be denoted by Q. Besides, attributes belonging to an+1 can
also be of the form spec(s), with s ∈ Sspec, denoting that the implementation state reached after i1/o1, . . . , in/on is
such that the subgraph that can be reached from it is isomorphic to the subgraph that can be reached from the state
s of the specification. We assume that attributes of the form spec(s) can appear only at the end of the observation,
meaning that the behavior of the implementation from that point on is known and there is no need to check its
correctness.
Example 2. For our case study we will consider that the following set of observations Obs={obi |1 ≤ i ≤ 7} was
obtained after applying some tests in a preliminary phase:
1 Let us remark that, since we consider the IUT to be a black-box, a tester cannot always be sure of the state where the IUT is placed. However,
she may still hypothesize that the reached states after performing two subsequences are in fact the same.
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ob1 = (∅, bc/mc, {imp(q1)}, bc/mc,∅, bc/re, {imp(q2)}, br/mr,∅, bc/mc, {imp(q1)})
ob2 = (∅, bc/mc,∅, bc/mc,∅, bc/re, {imp(q2)}, bb/mb, {imp(q3)}, br/mr,∅)
ob3 = (∅, bc/mc, {imp(q1), det}, bc/mc, {imp(q2)}, br/mr,∅)
ob4 = (∅, bc/mc,∅, bc/mc,∅, bb/mb, {imp(q3)}, bb/mb, {imp(q4), det}, br/mr,∅)
ob5 = (∅, bc/mc,∅, bb/mb, {imp(q3)}, br/mr,∅, bc/mc, {imp(q1)})
ob6 = (∅, bc/mc,∅, bb/mb,∅, bb/mb, {imp(q4)}, bb/re,∅, bb/re, {det}, br/mr,∅)
ob7 = ({det}, bc/mc,∅, br/mr,∅)
For example, ob3 denotes that we initially do not make assumptions about the state the IUT selected as initial for
this observation (its set of attributes is ∅). After pressing the charging button bc, the beaming system is charged and
the state reached is identified by a specific state identifier name (denoted by q1). Moreover, we assume that this state is
deterministic. Next, we press the charge button bc again and the response is the same as before. This time, we assume
that a state with identifier q2 is reached. Finally, we press the reset button br and the machine is reset. We make no
assumptions about the state reached this time.
4.2. Model predicates
Observations will allow to create model predicates. A model predicate denotes our knowledge about the implemen-
tation. Models will be constructed according to the observations and hypotheses we consider. In particular, they induce
a graph consistent with the observations and hypotheses considered so far. As more information is retrieved, models
will be refined and particularized. We denote model predicates by model (m), where m = (S, T , I,A, E,D,O) is a
model. The meaning of the different components of the tuple is:
• S (states): It is the set of states that appear in the graph of the model. Despite the fact that this graph attempts to
represent (a part of) the behavior of the implementation, any name belonging to S is fresh and by no means related
to the corresponding state of the implementation. Let us note that after more information is considered, it could turn
out that some states belonging to S coincide.
• T (transitions): Set of transitions appearing in the graph of the model.
• I (initial states): Set of states that are initial in the model. Two additional symbols may appear in I. The first special
symbol, α, denotes that any state in S could be initial. The second symbol, β, denotes that not only states belonging
to S could be initial (that is, it implies α), but also that other states not explicitly represented in S could be initial
(recall that S denotes a part of the implementation states).
• A (accounting): Set of accounting registers. Each register in the set is a tuple (s, i, outs, f, n) denoting that in state
s ∈ S the input i has been offered n times and we have obtained the outputs belonging to the set outs. Besides, for
each transition t ∈ T departing from state s with input i, the function f : T −→ N denotes the number of times the
transition t has been observed. This information allows the tester to handle some hypotheses about nondeterminism.
If, due to the hypotheses that we consider, we infer that the number of times we observed an input is high enough
to believe that the implementation cannot react to that input in a way that has not happened before (that is, either
with an output that was not produced before or leading to a state that was not taken before), then the value n is set
to . In this case, we say that the behavior at state s for the input i is closed.
• E (equality relations): Set of equalities relating states in S. Equalities have the form s is q, where s ∈ S is a state
and q ∈ Q is a state identifier name. As we said before, the purpose of state identifier names is allowing to match
states of the model. For example, if s1 is q1 ∈ E and s2 is q1 ∈ E then we infer that s1 = s2 and that one of the
states could be eliminated afterwards.
• D (deterministic states): Set of states that are deterministic (according to the hypotheses considered so far).
• O (used observations): Set of observations we have used so far for the construction of this model. The aim of
recording them is to avoid considering the same observation several times, which could ruin the information
codified, for instance, in A.
In HOTL, conclusions about the conformance of a model (that is, of the possible IUTs it represents) with respect
to a specification will be established only after the full set of observations Obs has been considered. Besides, we will
require that no other rule concerning hypotheses in Hyp can be applied. In Section 5 we introduce the hypotheses a
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tester might consider in this set. These hypotheses include usual ones such as to assume an upper bound on the number
of states of the IUT, the uniqueness of the initial state, the determinism of the IUT, etcetera.
4.3. Other predicates
Models can be labelled by some tags to denote special characteristics. The correct tag denotes that the model
is correct with respect to the specification. That is, the model (correct(m)) predicate denotes that m is a correct
model, that is, a model denoting a behavior that cannot be nonconforming to the specification. A different predicate,
allModelsCorrect, represents a set of correct models. This predicate is the goal of the logic: If it holds then all the
IUTs that could produce the observations in Obs and meet all the requirements in Hyp conform to the specification.
Another tag that may decorate models is the consistent tag. The model (consistent(m)) predicate means that the model
m does not include any inconsistency. Note that the requirements imposed by Obs and Hyp could lead to inconsistent
models. For example, let us consider a model where a state s is assumed to be deterministic, s is equal to another state
s′, and s′ produces either o1 or o2 when i is offered, with o1 /= o2. There is no FSM that meets the requirements of this
model. Since a user of the logic can create a set of observations and hypotheses leading to that model, inconsistent
models may indeed appear. As we will see, the rules of the logic will eliminate inconsistent models by deducing an
empty set of models from them. In addition, the logic will provide rules that allow to guarantee the consistency of a
model.
In general, several models can be constructed from a set of observations and hypotheses. Hence, our logic will
deal with sets of models. If M is a set of models then the models (M) predicate denotes that, according to the
observations and hypotheses considered, M contains all the models that are valid candidates to properly describe the
implementation. Sometimes it will be convenient to handle only a subset of these models. If we want to denote that
M′ is a subset of the models that may describe the implementation, then we will write modelsSubset (M′).
The formal semantics of predicates, which is defined in terms of the set of FSMs that fulfill each predicate, is
introduced in Section 6. In the same section, these concepts will be used to prove the soundness and completeness of
the logic.
5. Deduction rules of HOTL
Rules will follow the format premises
conclusion
. If B can be deduced from A, by using one of these rules, then we write
A  B. If B is deduced from A by using the rule r , we also write A r B. The goal of the rules of the logic is to
deduce the conformance of a set of observations Obs and hypotheses Hyp, that is, whether all the FSMs that meet these
conditions conform to the specification. Since inconsistent models may appear, conformance will be granted only if
there exists at least one consistent model that meets these premises. For the sake of readability, some formal definitions
and rules have been moved to the forthcoming Section 5.2. The aim is to allow the reader to have an overview of
HOTL before some technical concepts are described in detail. In these cases, brief informal explanations of these
concepts will be provided in this section.
5.1. A first overview to HOTL
HOTL considers observations and hypotheses in two phases. First, observations, as well as the hypotheses they can
implicitly express, are collected. Once all of them have been considered (i.e., we have constructed a model predicate
with O = Obs) a second phase, to add the rest of hypotheses, starts. All rules of the second phase will include the
requirement O = Obs.
First, we present a rule denoting how a model can be constructed from a simple observation. Given a predicate
denoting that an observation was collected, the rule deduces some details about the behavior of the implementation.
These details are codified by means of a model that shows this behavior. Basically, new states and transitions will be
created in the model so that it can produce the observation. Even though some model states could actually coincide,
we will not consider this fact yet. Thus, we take fresh states to name all of them. Besides, the hypotheses denoted by
the attributes of the observation will affect the information associated to the corresponding model states. In particular,
if the tester assumes that the last state of the observation is isomorphic to a state of the specification (i.e., spec(s),
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for some s ∈ Sspec) then the sets of states, transitions, accounting registers, and deterministic states will be extended
with some extra elements taken from the specification and denoted by S ′, T ′, A′, and D′, respectively. The new states
and transitions S ′ and T ′, respectively, will copy the structure existing among the states that can be reached from s in
the specification. The new accounting, A′, will denote that the knowledge concerning the new states is closed for all
inputs, that is, the only transitions departing from these states are those we copy from the specification and no other
transitions will be added in the future. Finally, those model states that correspond to deterministic specification states
will be included in the set D′ of deterministic states of the model
(obser)
ob = (a1, i1/o1, a2, . . . , an, in/on, an+1) ∈ Obs ∧ s1, . . . , sn+1 are fresh states
model
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
{s1, . . . , sn+1} ∪ S ′,
{s1 i1/o1−−−→ s2, . . . , sn in/on−−−→ sn+1} ∪ T ′, {s1, β},
{(sj , ij , {oj }, fsj , 1) | 1 ≤ j ≤ n} ∪A′,
{sj is qj |1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1 ∧ imp(qj ) ∈ aj },
{sj | 1 ≤ j ≤ n + 1 ∧ det ∈ aj } ∪D′, {ob}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
where fsj (t) = 1 if t = sj
ij /oj−−−→ sj+1 and fsj (t) = 0 otherwise.
The formal definition of S ′, T ′, A′, and D′, denoting the additions due to an attribute of the form spec(s),
follows. If there does not exist s′ such that spec(s′) ∈ an+1 then (S ′, T ′,A′,D′) = (∅,∅,∅,∅). Otherwise, that is, if
spec(s) ∈ an+1 for some s ∈ Sspec, let us consider the following set of states:
U = {uj | uj is a fresh state ∧ 1 ≤ j < |reachableStates(spec, s)|}
and a bijective functiong : reachableStates(spec, s) −→ U ∪ {sn+1} such thatg(s) = sn+1. Then, (S ′, T ′,A′,D′)
is equal to⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
U,
{g(s′) i/o−−→ g(s′′) | s′ i/o−−→ s′′ ∈ Tspec ∧ isReachable(spec, s, s′)},⎧⎨
⎩
⎛
⎝ u, i,outs(spec, g−1(u), i),
f iu,
⎞
⎠
∣∣∣∣∣
u ∈ U ∪ {sn+1} ∧ i ∈ inputsspec ∧
∃u′ ∈ U, o ∈ outputsspec : u i/o−−→ u′ ∈ T ′
⎫⎬
⎭ ,
{g(s′)|isReachable(spec, s, s′) ∧ isDet(spec, s′)}
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
where f iu(t) = 1 for all t such that there exists o′, u′ with t = u i/o
′−−−→ u′ ∈ T ′ and f iu(t) = 0 otherwise.
Example 3. If we apply the obser deduction rule to the observations ob1 and ob3 given in Example 2, we obtain the
following models:
m1 = (S1, T1, I1,A1, E1,D1,O1), where
S1 = {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6}
T1 =
{
s1
bc/mc−−−−−→ s2, s2 bc/mc−−−−−→ s3, s3 bc/re−−−−−→ s4, s4 br/mr−−−−−→ s5, s5 bc/mc−−−−−→ s6
}
I1 = {s1, β}
A1 =
{
(s1, bc, {mc}, fs1 , 1), (s2, bc, {mc}, fs2 , 1), (s3, bc, {re}, fs3 , 1),
(s4, br, {mr}, fs4 , 1), (s5, bc, {mc}, fs5 , 1)
}
E1 = {s2 is q1, s4 is q2, s6 is q1}, D1 = ∅, and O1 = {ob1}
m3 = (S3, T3, I3,A3, E3,D3,O3), where
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S3 = {s13, s14, s15, s16}
T3 =
{
s13
bc/mc−−−−−→ s14, s14 bc/mc−−−−−→ s15, s15 br/mr−−−−−→ s16
}
I3 = {s13, β}
A3 =
{
(s13, bc, {mc}, fs13 , 1), (s14, bc, {mc}, fs14 , 1), (s15, br, {mr}, fs15 , 1)
}
E3 = {s14 is q1, s15 is q2}, D3 = {s14}, and O3 = {ob3}
where fsi returns 1 for the unique transition departing from si and 0 otherwise.
Similarly, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 7 we can obtain a model mi by applying the deduction rule obser to obi .
We will be able to join different models created from different observations into a single model. The components
of the new model will be the union of the components of each model.
(fusion)
model (S1, T1, I1,A1, E1,D1,O1) ∧
model (S2, T2, I2,A2, E2,D2,O2) ∧ O1 ∩O2 = ∅
model
(S1 ∪ S2, T1 ∪ T2, I1 ∪ I2,A1 ∪A2, E1 ∪ E2,D1 ∪D2,O1 ∪O2)
The condition O1 ∩O2 = ∅ appearing in the previous rule avoids to include the same observation in a model more
than once, which would be inefficient. Besides, since models in the second phase must fulfill O = Obs, we avoid to
use the previous rule in the second phase.
By iteratively applying these two first rules, we will eventually obtain a model whereO includes all the observations
belonging to the set Obs.
Example 4. The deduction rule fusion allows to join all the models obtained after applying the deduction rule obser
to the set of observations given in Example 2. After it, we have model (mT ) for a model mT defined as follows:
mT =
(⋃7
j=1 Sj ,
⋃7
j=1 Tj ,
⋃7
j=1 Ij ,
⋃7
j=1 Aj ,
⋃7
j=1 Ej ,
⋃7
j=1 Dj , Obs
)
At this point, the inclusion of those hypotheses that are not covered by observations will begin. During this new
phase, we will usually need several models to represent all the FSMs that are compatible with a set of observations and
hypotheses. The next simple rule allows to represent a single model by means of a set containing a single element.
Since the forthcoming rules will concern only the second phase, in all cases we will have O = Obs.
(set)
model (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs)
models ({(S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs)})
In order to reflect how a rule that applies to a single model affects the set including this model, we provide the
following rule. Let ϕ denote any logical predicate (in particular, it could be the predicate true) and m be a model.
Then,
(propagation)
models (M ∪ {m}) ∧ ϕ ∧ ((model (m) ∧ ϕ)  modelsSubset (M′))
models (M ∪M′)
By using the previous rule, we will be able to use other rules that apply to a single model and then propagate its
change to the set where the model is included as expected: As the previous rule states, the considered model is modified
while other models belonging to the set remain unchanged. Actually, most of the forthcoming rules will apply to single
models. After each of them is used, the rule propagation will be applied to propagate its effect to the corresponding
set of models.
Our logic will allow to discover that a state of the model coincides with another one. In this case, we will eliminate
one of the states and will allocate all of its constraints to the other one. This will modify all the components that define
the model. This functionality is provided by the modelElim function. Specifically, modelElim(m, s1, s2) denotes the
elimination of the state s2 and the transference of all its responsibilities to the state s1 in the model m. This function
returns a set of models. If the transference of responsibilities creates an inconsistency in the rest of the model, an empty
set of models is returned. Sometimes we will use a generalized version of this function to perform the consecutive
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elimination of several states: modelElim(m, s, {s1, . . . , sn}) represents the substitution of s1 by s, followed by the
substitution of s2 by s, and so on up to sn. The formal definitions of both variants of the modelElim function are given
in Section 5.2.
Next we present some rules that use this function. In the first one, we join two states if the set of equalities allows
to deduce that both coincide.
(equality)
model (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) ∧ s1, s2 ∈ S ∧ {s1 is q, s2 is q} ⊆ E
modelsSubset (modelElim((S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs), s1, s2))
Example 5. Let us denote by ET the set of equality relations of the model mT . By iteratively applying the equality
deduction rule to all pairs of elements of the form {s′ is q, s′′ is q} in ET until there are no more pairs like this,
we reduce the number of states in the model. For example, let us consider the states s2 and s14, extracted from ob1
and ob3, respectively. We have {s2 is q1, s14 is q1} ⊆ ET . After applying the equality rule to this pair, we obtain a
new model where all the occurrences of s14 are replaced by s2. The state s14 is removed from ST , the transitions
s13
bc/mc−−−−−→ s14, s14 bc/mc−−−−−→ s15 ∈ TT are transformed into s13 bc/mc−−−−−→ s2, s2 bc/mc−−−−−→ s15, and the set of initial
states remains unchanged. The set of observations is Obs. Regarding the set of accounting registers, the element
(s14, bc, {mc}, fs14 , 1) is removed, while the former element (s2, bc, {mc}, fs2 , 1) is substituted by a new element
(s2, bc, {mc}, f ′s2 , 2), where f ′s2(t) = 1 if t is either s2
bc/mc−−−−−→ s3 or the new transition s2 bc/mc−−−−−→ s15 and f ′s2(t) = 0
otherwise. Let us note that also the function fs13 of the register (s13, bc, {mc}, fs13 , 1) must change: A new function
f ′s13 substitutes fs13 , where f
′
s13(s13
bc/mc−−−−−→ s14) = 0 and f ′s13(s13
bc/mc−−−−−→ s2) = 1. Finally, s14 is removed from the
set of deterministic states D, and s2 is introduced in this set.
Another situation where two states can be fused appears when a deterministic state shows two transitions labelled
by the same input. Since the state is deterministic, they must also be labelled by the same output. The determinism of
the state implies that both destinations are actually the same state. Hence, these two reached states can be fused. Note
that if both outputs are different then the model is inconsistent, because the determinism of the state is not preserved.
In this case, an empty set of models is produced.
(determ)
model (m) ∧ m = (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) ∧
s, s1, s2 ∈ S ∧ s ∈ D ∧
{
s
i/o1−−−→ s1, s i/o2−−−→ s2
}
⊆ T
modelsSubset (M′)
where M′ = modelElim(m, s1, s2) if o1 = o2 and M′ = ∅ otherwise.
Example 6. We apply the determ deduction rule to the deterministic state s2 and the transitions s2
bc/mc−−−−−→ s3 and
s2
bc/mc−−−−−→ s15. Using this rule implies the application of the modelElim function to the states s3 and s15. After it, we
obtain a new model where the state s15 is removed and its occurrences are replaced by s3.
Next we present the first rule dealing with an hypothesis that is not implicitly given by an observation. Thus,
we will consider an element belonging to the set Hyp. This hypothesis allows to assume that the initial state of the
implementation is unique. In this case, all initial states will be fused. Besides, any symbol in I denoting that other
states could be initial, that is, α and β, will be eliminated.
(singleInit)
model (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) ∧ I ∩ S = {s1, . . . , sn} ∧
singleInit ∈ Hyp ∧ m′ = (S, T , I\{α, β},A, E,D, Obs)
modelsSubset (modelElim(m′, s1, {s2, . . . , sn}))
Example 7. At this point we can include the predicate singleInit ∈ Hyp into our running example. This indicates
that the tester assumes the uniqueness of the initial state. As a result, all the states that were supposed to be initial
collapse into one. In our case, we will consider that this state is s1 (it could be any other initial state). By applying the
modelElim function to the model, we obtain a new model where all the occurrences of the initial state s13 are replaced
by s1. Similarly, the rest of initial states are substituted by s1 until the set of initial states {s1} is obtained.
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If the tester adds the hypothesis that all the states are deterministic then the complete set of states S coincides with
the set of deterministic states D.
(allDet)
model (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) ∧ allDet ∈ Hyp
modelsSubset ({(S, T , I,A, E,S, Obs)})
The logic HOTL allows to consider other hypotheses about the IUT. For example, the predicate
allTranHappenWith(n) assumes that for all state s and input i such that the IUT behavior has been observed n
times, all the outgoing transitions from the state s having as input i have been observed at least once during these n
times. This means that the IUT state s cannot react to i with an output that has not produced so far or moving to a
state it has not moved before. If the hypothesis is assumed then some accounting registers of the model will be set to
, denoting that our knowledge about this state and input is closed. Depending on the compatibility of the hypothesis
with the current model, several models can be produced by this rule. If no model is returned then we infer that the
resulting model is inconsistent with the current model requirements. The upperBoundOfStates(n) hypothesis allows
to assume that the IUT uses at most n states. The reduction of states, based on the identification of several states with the
same state identifiers, will be performed by means of new equalities s is q ∈ E . The longSequencesSamePath(n)
hypothesis assumes that if two sequences of n transitions produce the same inputs and outputs, then they actually go
through the same states. The set E , containing the assumed equalities between states, will be also used in this case. Given
i ∈ inputsspec and o ∈ outputsspec, the uniqueOrigin(i, o) hypothesis allows to assume that the departing state
coincides in all IUT transitions labelled by the pair i/o, that is, there is a single origin for all these transitions in the IUT.
Similarly, the uniqueDestination(i, o) hypothesis assumes that the destination of all transitions labelled by i/o is
unique. In Section 5.2 we present the formal definition of the rules that allow to consider the allTranHappenWith(n),
upperBoundOfStates(n), uniqueDestination(i, o), uniqueOrigin(i, o), and longSequencesSamePath(n) hy-
potheses. The repertory of hypotheses of HOTL presented in this paper is compiled in an appendix at the end of the
paper.
Example 8. Let us assume that we apply the equality and determ deduction rules to our model as far as we can.
Since we have {s4 is q2, s15 is q2} ⊆ ET , s15 collapses into s4. Similarly, other model states are fused to s4 as well.
Since none of them is deterministic, s4 is not assumed to be so. Let us suppose that allTranHappenWith(2) is
included in Hyp. Since we had s4
br/mr−−−−−→ s5 and s15 br/mr−−−−−→ s16 before s4 and s15 were fused, after joining them we
obtain (s4, br, {mr}, f ′s4 , 2) ∈ AT , where f ′s4(t) = 1 if t is either s4
br/mr−−−−−→ s5 or the new transition s4 br/mr−−−−−→ s16
and f ′s4(t) = 0 otherwise. Hence, by allTranHappenWith(2) we have that (s4, br, {mr}, f ′s4 ,) ∈ AT , that is, the
behavior of s4 when br is received is closed (see the definition of the allTran rule in the next section). Thus, the only
available destinations from s4 when br is produced are s5 and s16.
Let us assume uniqueDestination(br,mr) ∈ Hyp. This implies, in particular, that the destinations of the transi-
tions s4
br/mr−−−−−→ s5 and s4 br/mr−−−−−→ s16 coincide (see destination in the next section). Hence, s16 collapses into s5 and
we deduce that the destination from s4 when br is produced is unique: s5.
We have seen some rules that may lead to inconsistent models. In some of these cases, an empty set of models is
produced, that is, the inconsistent model is eliminated. Before granting conformance, we need to be sure that at least
one model belonging to the set of models is consistent. Next we provide a rule that labels a model as consistent. Let us
note that inconsistencies created by the application of a rule are sometimes detected by the application of subsequent
rules. For instance, the determ rule can detect that a previous rule matched a deterministic state with another state in
such a way that both react to the input i with a different output. Similarly, the equality rule may detect, by means of
the modelElim function, that fusing two states as required is not consistent. Actually, as we will see in Section 6, all
inconsistencies can be detected by applying suitable rules. Thus, a model is free of inconsistencies if any other rule is
either not applicable to the model or the application does not modify the model (that is, it deduces the same model).
Next we introduce this concept. In the following definition, R denotes the set of all rules in HOTL that follow the
form required to apply the propagation rule. In particular, this set consists of all previous rules from equality up to the
forthcoming correct rule.
Definition 3. We denote the set of all rules in HOTL that follow the form (model (m) ∧ ϕ)  modelsSubset (M)
by R.
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Let r = (model (m) ∧ ϕ)  modelsSubset (M) ∈ R be a rule and m′ be a model. The unable predicate for m′
and r , denoted by unable(m′, r), is defined by the expression
unable(m′, r) = ¬ϕ ∨
(
(model
(
m′
) ∧ ϕ) r modelsSubset ({m′}) )
We extend this predicate to deal with sets of rules G as expected:
unable(m′,G) =
∧
{unable(m′, r)|r ∈ G}
The next rule detects that a model is consistent. It requires that no other rule that manages hypotheses can modify
the model. Specifically, these rules are all the rules belonging to R we have seen so far.
(consistent)
m = (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) ∧ model (m) ∧
unable(m,R\{consistent, correct})
modelsSubset ({consistent(m)})
Since a model is a (probably incomplete) representation of the IUT, in order to check whether a model conforms
to the specification, two aspects must be taken into account. First, only the conformance of consistent models will
be considered. Second, given a consistent model, we will check its conformance with respect to the specification by
considering the worst instance of the model, that is, if this instance conforms to the specification then any other instance
extracted from the model does so. This worst instance (an FSM) is constructed as follows: For each state s and input
i such that the behavior of s for i is not closed and either s is not deterministic or no transition with input i exists in
the model, a new malicious transition is created. The new transition is labelled with a special output error , that does
not belong to outputsspec. This transition leads to a new state ⊥ that produces the same output error for any input.
Since the specification cannot produce the output error , this worst instance will conform to the specification only if
the unspecified parts of the model are not relevant for the correctness of the IUT it represents (see Section 6).
Definition 4. Let m = (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) be a model. We define the worst instance of the model m with respect
to the considered specification spec, denoted by worstCase(m), as the FSM⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
S ∪ {⊥}, inputsspec, outputsspec ∪ {error},
T ∪
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩s
i/error−−−−−→ ⊥
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
s ∈ S ∪ {⊥} ∧ i ∈ inputsspec ∧
 ∃ outs, f : (s, i, outs, f,) ∈ A ∧
(s ∈ D ∨ ∃ s′, o : s i/o−−→ s′ ∈ T )
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ ,
I ′
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
where I ′ is defined as
I ′ =
⎧⎨
⎩
I if I ∩ {α, β} = ∅
S if α ∈ I
S ∪ {⊥} otherwise
Thus, the rule for indicating the correctness of a model is
(correct)
m = (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) ∧
model (consistent(m)) ∧ worstCase(m) conf spec
modelsSubset ({correct(m)})
Now we can consider the conformance of a set of models. A set conforms to the specification if all the elements
do so and the set contains at least one element. Note that an empty set of models denotes that all the models were
inconsistent. Hence, granting the conformance of an empty set would imply accepting models that do not represent
any implementation.2
2 If an empty set of models is deduced, we do not provide a final diagnostic of conformance since we have actually detected that it is impossible
that an FSM produces the observations in Obs and fulfills the hypotheses assumed by the tester, denoted by Hyp. Even though false implies anything,
accepting inconsistent models is not useful for a tester.
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(allCorrect)
models (M) ∧ M /= ∅ ∧ M = {correct(m1), . . . , correct(mn)}
allModelsCorrect
Example 9. Next we complete our running example. In addition to the observations ob1, . . . , ob7 and the hypotheses
singleInit, allTranHappenWith(2), and uniqueDestination(br,mr) considered before, only one more hypoth-
esis is assumed in our example: uniqueDestination(bb, re). Let us consider the model mR obtained after applying
the determ, equality, singleInit, allTran, and destination deduction rules.
These rules are applied as follows. The singleInit rule is applied once and the destination rule is used twice (once
for each assumed input/output pair), while determ, equality, and allTran are repeatedly applied as long as any of
them returns a different model. Let us recall that after each of these rules is used, the propagation rule must be
applied as well. When the determ, equality, and allTran rules cannot be applied any more, our model cannot be
further manipulated to produce new inconsistencies. Then, we can use the consistent and propagation rules to deduce
models ({consistent(mR)}).
We build an FSM by applying the function worstCase to mR and we verify its conformance with respect to the
specification. The obtained FSM, denoted by worstspec_ray , is graphically depicted in Fig. 4. For the sake of clarity,
we have included two states ⊥, even though they correspond to only one state.
We have worstspec_ray conf spec_ray and, by applying the correct deduction rule (followed by propagation), we
obtain models ({correct(mR)}) and deduce, by means of the allCorrect deduction rule, allModelsCorrect. That is,
if these observations are obtained from the IUT and these hypotheses are assumed, then the IUT necessarily conforms
to the specification.
Now that we have presented the set of deduction rules, we introduce a correctness criterion. In the next definition,
in order to uniquely denote observations, fresh names are assigned to them. Observation predicates follow the form
‘ob = o ∈ Obs’, where o belongs to Obs and ob is the name of the observation. Hypothesis predicates follow the form
‘h ∈ Hyp’ for some h belonging to Hyp.
Definition 5. Let spec be an FSM, Obs be a set of observations, and Hyp be a set of hypotheses. Let Pobs and Phyp be
the sets of predicates defined as follows:
Pobs = {ob = o ∈ Obs | ob is a fresh name ∧ o ∈ Obs}
Phyp = {h1 ∈ Hyp, . . . , hn ∈ Hyp}, Hyp = {h1, . . . , hn}
If the deduction rules allow to infer a predicate p from the set of predicates P = Pobs ∪ Phyp then we say that p is
deduced from P and we denote it by P ∗ p.
Fig. 4. Finite State Machine worstspec_ray .
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If we have P ∗ allModelsCorrect then we say that P logically conforms to spec and we denote it by P
logicConf spec.
5.2. Additional definitions
In this section we present some formal concepts that were used, but not formally defined, in the previous section.
The definition of the modelElim function is constructed in two steps. When we eliminate a state model and transfer
its responsibilities to another state, we have to modify all the components defined by the model. First, we show how
to modify one of them, the accounting. The next function shows how an accounting A is updated when a state s2 is
modified because it is equal to another state s1. Basically, we move all the accounting information from s2 to s1. In
the definition, the new accounting set is constructed by joining two sets. The first set denotes the accounting for all
states different from s1 and s2. A register (s, i, outs, f, n) ∈ A, with s /= s1 and s /= s2, will change only if there is
a registered transition from s to s2 with input i, that is, if f (s
i/o−−→ s2) > 0 for some o. In this case, the information
provided by f must denote the change of s2 by s1: We set f (s
i/o−−→ s2) = 0 and we increase the value of f (s i/o−−→ s1).
The second set denotes the new registers of s1. They add all the information taken from both s1 and s2. Finally, all
information concerning s2 is removed.
Definition 6. Let A be a set of accounting registers and s1, s2 be states. Then, we have
countElim(A, s1, s2)
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
(s, i, outs, f ′, n)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
s ∈ {s1, s2} ∧ (s, i, outs, f, n) ∈ A ∧
f ′(s i/o−−→ s′) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
f (s
i/o−−→ s′) if s′ /= s1, s2
f (s
i/o−−→ s1) + f (s i/o−−→ s2) if s′ = s1
0 if s′ = s2
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
⋃⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
⎛
⎝ s1, i,outs1 ∪ outs2,
f ′, n
⎞
⎠
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃ p, q, g, h :
((s1, i, outs1, g, p) ∈ A ∨ (s2, i, outs2, h, q) ∈ A) ∧
n =∑{m | (s, i, outs, f,m) ∈ A, s ∈ {s1, s2}} ∧
f ′(t) =∑{f (t)|(s, i, outs, f,m) ∈ A, s ∈ {s1, s2}}
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭
We assume that for all n ∈ N we have n +  = .
The previous function is auxiliary to create another one that defines how to eliminate a state s when we discover
that this state is equal to another state s′. As we said before, we will transfer all the responsibilities of the state to be
eliminated to the other state. Let us note that sometimes this could be inconsistent. For example, if for the state s we
have that the behavior with input i is closed, that is, (s, i, outs, f,) ∈ A, and for the state s′ we have an outgoing
transition labelled with i/o, being o ∈ outs, then the resulting model would be inconsistent because it would not
preserve the closed behavior of s. In this case, an empty set of models will be returned by the function (see case (a)
of the following definition). Otherwise, the new model is obtained by substituting all occurrences of the state to be
eliminated by the state that will stay (case (b)). We will denote by [x/y] the renaming of any occurrence of x by y. In
the next definition, we use the following property: For all index j ∈ {1, 2}, the expression 3 − j always denotes the
other number of the set.
Definition 7. Letm = (S, T , I,A, E,D,O)be a model and s1, s2 ∈ S. We define the predicatemodelElim(m, s1, s2)
as models (M), where M is constructed as follows:
(a) If there exist i, outs, f, o, s, and j ∈ {1, 2} such that s3−j i/o−−→ s ∈ T , (sj , i, outs, f,) ∈ A, and o ∈ outs,
then M = ∅.
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(b) Otherwise, M =
⎧⎨
⎩
⎛
⎝ S\{s2}, T [s2/s1], I[s2/s1],countElim(A, s1, s2), E[s2/s1],
D[s2/s1],O
⎞
⎠
⎫⎬
⎭
The previous function can be generalized to operate over sets of states as follows. Let S ⊆ S be a set of states. We
have
modelElim(m, s, S) =
{{m} if S = ∅⋃k
j=1 modelElim(m′j , s, {s2, . . . , sn}) if S = {s1, . . . , sn}
where {m′1, . . . , m′k} = modelElim(m, s, s1).
Next we present the formal definitions of the deduction rules that allow to consider the remaining hypotheses. The
allTranHappenWith(n) hypothesis allows to assume that if an input is produced n times at a given state, then we
observe all the outputs that can be produced at this state in response to this input, and we move to all the states we can
move from this state with this input. In particular, we assume that all transitions leaving this state with this input are
observed. Let us note that we could assume this hypothesis in a model that actually does not fulfill it. For example, let
T ′ be a set of transitions leaving the state s with the input i such that the number of times we have observed occurrences
of transitions belonging to T ′ is n. According to the hypothesis, the transitions in T ′ are all transitions leaving s with
i. However, other transitions from s with i could have been observed and they would be part of the model as well.
If the hypothesis holds then these transitions should be repeated, that is, each one should coincide with one of the
transitions in T ′. However, if one of them produces an output that cannot be produced by one of the transitions of T ′
then this transition is necessarily different and the hypothesis does not hold (see case (a) in the following rule). This
inconsistency will be indicated by returning an empty set of models. Otherwise, the destinations of these transitions
will be fused with the destinations of the transitions of T ′. In this way, they will be transformed into repeated transitions
(case (b) in the following rule). These fusions will be denoted by introducing new elements in the set of equalities E .
The set K appearing in the rule consists of all the sets E ′ showing a possible way to match states to have this effect.
For each E ′, a different model is built. We assume that  ≥ n for all n ∈ N.
(allTran)
model (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) ∧
M′ = {(S, T , I,A′, E ∪ E ′,D,O) | E ′ ∈ K} ∧
n ∈ N ∧ allTranHappenWith(n) ∈ Hyp
modelsSubset (M′)
where
A′ = {(s, i, outs, f, n′)|(s, i, outs, f, n′) ∈ A, n′ < n}
⋃
{(s, i, outs, f,)|(s, i, outs, f, n′) ∈ A, n′ ≥ n}
and K is defined as follows. For all state s and input i, let T is denote the set of transitions outgoing from s with i, that
is, T is = {t | ∃ o, s′ : t =s i/o−−→ s′ ∈ T }. Then,
(a) Let (s, i, outs, f, n′) ∈ A such that |T is | > n. Let us suppose that there exist T ′ ⊆ T is , with
∑{f (t)|t ∈ T ′} ≥ n,
and a transition s i/o−−→ s′ ∈ T is \T ′ such that for all s i/o
′−−−→ s′′ ∈ T ′ we have o /= o′. Then, K = ∅ (i.e., M′ = ∅).
(b) Otherwise, K is the set containing all the sets E ′ fulfilling:
· For all (s, i, outs, f, n′) ∈ A such that |T is | > n and set T ′ ⊆ T is , with T ′ = {s i/o1−−−→ s1, . . . , s
i/oq−−−→ sq} such
that
∑{f (t)|t ∈ T ′} ≥ n, let us consider the set {ui | 1 ≤ i ≤ q ′} = {u|∃ o : s i/o−−→ u ∈ T is \T ′}. Then, for some
set of q fresh state identifier names {wi | 1 ≤ i ≤ q} we have {si is wi | 1 ≤ i ≤ q} ⊆ E ′ and {ui is wri | 1 ≤
i ≤ q ′} ⊆ E ′, where for all 1 ≤ k ≤ q ′ there exists ok such that s i/ok−−−→ uk ∈ T is \T ′ and s i/ok−−−→ srk ∈ T ′, with
1 ≤ rk ≤ q.
· There are not more elements belonging to E ′.
If there does not exist such a set E ′ fulfilling the previous properties then we consider K = {∅} (i.e., M′ =
{(S, T , I,A′, E,D, Obs)}).
In the remaining rules, when we talk about all the sets that fulfill a condition (like the previous one in case (b)), we will
consider them up to renaming of fresh states, that is,α-conversion. For example, we consider that {s1 is w1, s2 is w1, s3
is w2} and {s1 is w2, s2 is w2, s3 is w3} (where w1, w2, w3 are fresh state identifier names) are in fact the same
sets.
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If we assume an upper bound n on the number of states, that is, we suppose upperBoundOfStates(n), forthcoming
fusions of states will lead to a model where at most n states will be used. In particular, each state will be assigned to a
state identifier name taken from a set of n names. Each way to assign these names will yield a different model that is
included in the set of deduced models
(upper)
model (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) ∧
M′ = {(S, T , I ′,A, E ∪ E ′,D, Obs) | E ′ ∈ K} ∧
n ∈ N ∧ upperBoundOfStates(n) ∈ Hyp
modelsSubset (M′)
where I ′ = (I\{β}) ∪ {α} if β ∈ I and I ′ = I otherwise. In order to define the set K , we have K = {∅} if |S| ≤ n;
otherwise, let S = {s1, . . . , sq} and {w1, . . . , wn} be a set of n fresh state identifier names. Then, K is the set of all the
sets E ′ fulfilling {si is wri | 1 ≤ i ≤ q} ⊆ E ′, where for all 1 ≤ i ≤ q we have 1 ≤ ri ≤ n, and E ′ does not contain
other elements.
The longSequencesSamePath(n) hypothesis assumes that all sequences having at leastn transitions and producing
the same sequence of inputs and outputs actually traverse the same implementation states. In this case, we will match
those states that are at the same points of each of these sequences. In order to do that, we will bind the states that
correspond to equivalent points by adding new equalities in the set of equalities.
(long)
model (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) ∧ n ∈ N ∧ longSequencesSamePath(n) ∈ Hyp
modelsSubset ({(S, T , I,A, E ∪ E ′,D, Obs)})
where
E ′ =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
si is wi,
s′i is wi
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
s1
i1/o1−−−→ s2 ∈ T , . . . , sn in/on−−−→ sn+1 ∈ T ∧
s′1
i1/o1−−−→ s′2 ∈ T , . . . , s′n
in/on−−−→ s′n+1 ∈ T ∧
1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1 ∧ si /= s′i ∧ wi fresh state identifier name
⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭
The uniqueOrigin(i, o) hypothesis allows to assume that the departing state coincides for all the IUT transitions
labelled by the pair i/o. We identify these transitions in the IUT and we match all the departing states by assigning
them the same state identifier name
(origin)
model (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) ∧ uniqueOrigin(i, o) ∈ Hyp
modelsSubset ({(S, T , I,A, E ∪ E ′,D, Obs)})
where in order to define E ′, let us consider a fresh state identifier w and let Y = {s is w | ∃ s′ : s i/o−−→ s′ ∈ T }. Then,
E ′ = ∅ if |Y | < 2 and E ′ = Y otherwise.
Similarly, uniqueDestination(i, o) assumes that all IUT transitions labelled by i/o lead to the same IUT state.
(destination)
model (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) ∧ uniqueOrigin(i, o) ∈ Hyp
modelsSubset ({(S, T , I,A, E ∪ E ′,D, Obs)})
where in order to define E ′, let us consider a fresh state identifier w and let Y = {s is w | ∃ s′ : s′ i/o−−→ s ∈ T }. Then,
E ′ = ∅ if |Y | < 2 and E ′ = Y otherwise.
6. Soundness and completeness of HOTL
In this section we study the validity of the method, that is, we check the soundness and completeness ofHOTL. We
have to relate the deductions we make by using our logic with the notion of conformance introduced in Definition 2.
Let us note that dealing with this issue requires to provide a formal meaning to each concept in the logic, that is,
we must provide all these concepts with some semantics outside the logic. The formal meaning of a predicate will
be defined in terms of the set of FSMs that fulfill its requirements. This set will be denoted by its characteristic
function, that is, given a predicate of the logic p, we consider that the characterization of p, denoted by α(p), is
a function α(p) : FsmSet −→ Bool such that when applied to an FSM returns true if the FSM is included in those
represented by the predicate p. In this section the semantics of all predicates is formally defined by means of the
function α. Let us consider that P is the conjunction of all the considered observation and hypothesis predicates. Then,
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the function α(P ) characterizes all the FSMs that can produce these observations and fulfill these hypotheses, that
is, it denotes all the FSMs that, according to our knowledge, can define the IUT. So, if our logic deduces that all of
these FSMs conform to the specification (i.e., allModelsCorrect is obtained) then the IUT actually conforms to the
specification.
First, we define the characterization of predicates of the form model (m). We will find out whether a given FSM
fits into the model requirements by considering two requirements. On the one hand, we will check whether the
FSM follows the structure of states and transitions of the model. That is, the FSM will be required to have a core of
states and transitions derived from those of the model. We will not consider the full set of states S of the model
but only those states that remain after the equalities given in the set E are fully exploited. A mapping function
will allow to map each state of the model into its corresponding FSM state. Let us note that the model imposes
some fusions, but FSMs where more states are fused could fit into the model as well. Hence, the mapping function
will be allowed to collapse other model states into coincident FSM states. In addition, we consider whether other
states and transitions of the FSM not derived from the model also preserve the conditions imposed by the model.
In order to allow sets of states and transitions in the FSM to include more elements than those imposed in the first
requirement, in the next definition we will denote these sets with ⊆ relations instead of with =. As we did before, we
will implicitly refer to the components of the corresponding specification by spec = (Sspec, inputsspec, outputsspec,
Ispec, Tspec).
Definition 8. Let m = (S, T , I,A, E,D,O) be a model. Let ↑ ⊆ S × S be a binary relation defined as s1 ↑ s2 iff
there exists q such that {s1 is q, s2 is q} ⊆ E . Let ↑∗ be the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure of ↑. Let
U = S/[↑∗] and f : S −→ U be a function such that for all s1, s2 ∈ S we have s1 ↑∗ s2 implies f (s1) = f (s2). Under
these conditions we say that f is a model mapping function for m. Let F = (S ′, inputs′, outputs′, I ′, T ′) be an
FSM, S ′′ ⊆ S ′ be a set of states, and f ′ : U −→ S ′′ be a function. Under these conditions we say that g = f ◦ f ′ is a
model-to-FSM mapping function for m and F .
We say that α(model (m)) :FsmSet−→Bool is the characterization of model (m) if for each FSM F = (S ′,
inputs′, outputs′, I ′, T ′)we haveα(model (m))(F ) = true iffinputs′ = inputsspec,outputs′ = outputsspec,
and there exists a model-to-FSM mapping function g for m and F such that the following conditions hold:
• (initial states) Let Q = {u|∃ s : s ∈ I ∧ g(s) = u}. If {α, β} ∩ I = ∅ then I ′ = Q; if α ∈ I then Q ⊆ I ′ ⊆
{u|∃ s : s ∈ S ∧ g(s) = u}; otherwise, that is β ∈ I, Q ⊆ I ′.
• (transitions) {u i/o−−→ u′ | ∃ s, s′ :s i/o−−→ s′ ∈ T ∧ g(s)=u ∧ g(s′)=u′}⊆T ′.
• (deterministic states) For all s ∈ S ∩D, we have that g(s) is deterministic. That is, for all i ∈ inputs′ there do not
exist in the set T ′ two transitions g(s) i/o1−−−→ u1 and g(s) i/o2−−−→ u2 such that u1 /= u2 or o1 /= o2.
• (closed states) For all u ∈ S ′ we have that if there exist s, i, outs, and f such that g(s) = u and (s, i, outs, f,) ∈ A
then the behavior of u is closed for i. That is, for all o, u′ with u i/o−−→ u′ ∈ T ′ there exists s′ such that g(s′) = u′
and s i/o−−→ s′ ∈ T .
For the sake of clarity, and without loss of generality, from now on we will assume that for all F such that
α(model (m))(F ) holds, the states of F that are derived from the states of m are named as in m. More formally, in the
previous definition we assume that the range of g is included in its domain.
We consider that the characterization of a tagged model such as consistent(m) or correct(m) coincides with the char-
acterization of m. In particular, we will assume α(model (consistent(m))) = α(model (correct(m))) = α(model (m)).
Let us note that a tag denotes that the FSMs described by a model actually fulfill some property. That is, a tag does not
indicate that among all FSMs denoted by a model we must take only those ones that fulfill the property. So, tags are
unnecessary in characterization terms. In fact, their usefulness consists in controlling the correct application of rules
to reach (or not) a allModelsCorrect diagnostic.
Next we define the characterization of observation predicates, that is, predicates following the form ob =
(a1, i1/o1, a2, . . . , an, in/on, an+1) ∈ Obs. Given such observation, we could construct from scratch the function that
characterizes the set of FSMs that can produce o1, . . . , on in response to i1, . . . , in and fulfill the assumptions implicitly
introduced by a1, . . . , an+1. However, the definition of the characterization of this predicate will be easier if we take
advantage of the previous definition. Let us note that, as a result, the correctness of the obser deduction rule is trivially
achieved.
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Definition 9. Let ob = (a1, i1/o1, a2, . . . , an, in/on, an+1) ∈ Obs, p be a predicate, and model (m) be the predicate
that results after applying the obser rule to p. The characterization of p, denoted by α(p), is given by the expression
α(p) = α(model (m)).
In order to define the characterization of hypothesis predicates, we consider only those FSMs that fulfill the require-
ment given by the hypothesis. Next we define these characterizations. The case of allTranHappenWith(n) ∈ Hyp
deserves additional explanations. It requires that for all FSM that can perform all input/output sequences denoted by Obs
through some of its states, if an input i is offered n times at a state s along the execution of Obs then the n transitions
produced as response are all the transitions of the FSM allowing to leave s when i is offered. Let us note that the FSM
could execute all the sequences of Obs through different paths of states if it were non-deterministic. An FSM will be
characterized by allTranHappenWith(n) if the previous condition holds for at least some paths allowing to execute
Obs.3
Definition 10. Let p be a predicate of the form h ∈ Hyp and let us consider the set Obs = {(aj1, ij1/oj1, aj2, . . . , ajrj ,
ijrj /ojrj , aj rj+1)|1 ≤ j ≤ l} of observations. The characterization of p is a function α(p) : FsmSet −→ Bool
such that for all FSM F = (S ′, inputs′, outputs′, I ′, T ′) we have that α(p)(F ) holds iff inputs′ = inputsspec,
outputs′ = outputsspec, and
• If p is the predicate allDet ∈ Hyp then there do not exist two transitions u i/o1−−−→ u1, u i/o2−−−→ u2 ∈ T ′ such that
u1 /= u2 or o1 /= o2.
• If p is singleInit ∈ Hyp then |I ′| = 1.
• If p is upperBoundOfStates(n) ∈ Hyp then |S ′| ≤ n.
• If p is allTranHappenWith(n) ∈ Hyp then let us firstly suppose that F can perform all input/output sequences in
Obs, that is, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ l there exists a trace sj1 ij1/oj1−−−−−→ sj2 . . . sjrj
ijrj /ojrj−−−−−−−→ sj rj+1, with sj1, . . . , sjrj+1 ∈
S ′ and sj1 ∈ I ′. Let V = {sjk|1 ≤ j ≤ l ∧ 1 ≤ k ≤ rj } denote these states, T (j, k) = sjk ijk/ojk−−−−−→ sj (k+1) denote
the transition observed from sjk , and I (j, k) = ijk . Let (j1, k1), . . . , (jn, kn) be n different pairs of indexes denoting
the same state (that is, sj1k1 , . . . , sjnkn ∈ V and sj1k1 = . . . = sjnkn ) such that for some i ∈ inputs′ we have
I (jq, kq) = i for all 1 ≤ q ≤ n. Then, {t |o ∈ outputs′ ∧ s′ ∈ S ′ ∧ t = sj1k1 i/o−−→ s′ ∈ T ′} = {T (jq, kq)|1 ≤
q ≤ n}, that is, the transitions of F departing from the state sj1k1 = · · · = sjnkn labelled with the input i are those
belonging to {T (jq, kq)|1 ≤ q ≤ n}. If F cannot perform all the sequences belonging to Obs then no condition is
required.
• If p is longSequencesSamePath(n) ∈ Hyp then there do not exist in F two traces s1 i1/o1−−−→ s2 . . . sn in/on−−−→ sn+1
and s′1
i1/o1−−−→ s′2 . . . s′n
in/on−−−→ s′n+1 such that si /= s′i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1.
• If p is uniqueOrigin(i, o) ∈ Hyp then there do not exist two transitions s1 i/o−−→ s2, s′1
i/o−−→ s′2 ∈ T ′ with
s1 /= s′1.
• If p is uniqueDestination(i, o) ∈ Hyp then there do not exist two transitions s1 i/o−−→ s2, s′1
i/o−−→ s′2 ∈ T ′ with
s2 /= s′2.
The characterization of a predicate p1 ∧ p2 is easily defined as expected: α(p1 ∧ p2)(F ) holds iff both α(p1)(F )
and α(p2)(F ). Let us remark that when a new hypothesis is added to a model we make the conjunction of the model
predicate and the hypothesis predicate. So, the new set of represented FSMs is a subset of the former set. Therefore, if
the resulting model is still consistent then adding hypotheses preserves conformance: If all the FSMs are conforming
before the hypothesis is added then the FSMs of the new model, which are a subset of them, must be so. For the
same reason, non-conformance is not preserved when hypotheses are added. Actually, the objective of adding new
hypotheses is to facilitate to ensure conformance. However, it is worth to point out that consistency may be lost by
adding a new hypothesis.
3 The semantics of this hypothesis depends on the set of actual observations Obs because if the hypothesis were assumed for all set of observations
then no non-deterministic FSM would fulfill it: No non-deterministic FSM shows all transitions from a state for all set of observations where this state
is reached n times.
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The characterization of a models (M) predicate is also simple: We have that α(models (M))(F ) holds iff there
exists m ∈ M such that α(model (m))(F ) holds. The characterization of modelsSubset (M) is defined in the same
way. The allModelsCorrect predicate, which is the goal of the logic, will be considered apart from the rest of
predicates. Instead of considering its characterization, we will explicitly prove that reaching this predicate implies that
all FSMs fitting into the observations and hypotheses conform to the specification.
Next we consider the correctness of our deduction rules. The correctness of a rule is assessed in terms of the sets
of FSMs that fulfill the premise and the conclusion. In order to denote these sets, we introduce the following notation:
The evaluation of a predicate p, denoted by ν(p), is the set of FSMs fulfilling p, that is {F |F ∈ FsmSet ∧ α(p)(F )}.
If the evaluations of the premise and the conclusion of a rule contain the same sets of FSMs then we trivially obtain
the property that all the FSMs that fit into the requirements of the premise conform to a specification iff all the FSMs
that fit into the conclusion do so. So, (non)conformance is preserved by the rule. However, let us note that some rules
return a superset of the FSMs that fulfill the premises, instead of the same set. There are two different reasons for that:
(a) Let m = (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) be a model. The model m represents those FSMs whose set of states includes
S and whose set of transitions includes T . Adding an hypothesis to m can affect states belonging to S and
transitions belonging to T . States and transitions which are not explicitly represented in the model expression m
but may extend S and T , are not affected (and they should). For instance, by applying allDet we label all states
belonging to S as deterministic, but no condition is explicitly added to other states. Fortunately, in order to check
the (non)conformance of all FSMs that are deterministic in all states and include S and T we will be able to focus
only on the behavior of S and T . Moreover, as we will see, the same idea applies to the rest of hypotheses. We
introduce the following notation. Given a model m = (S, T , I,A, E,D,O), we consider that st(m) denotes its
set of states, that is st(m) = S. Then, the set of FSMs represented by m whose set of states is a subset of st(m),
denoted by 〈m〉 and called constrained evaluation of m, is defined as the set of FSMs
{F |F = (S ′, inputs′, outputs′, I ′, T ′) ∈ ν(model (m)) ∧ S ′ ⊆ st(m)}
Given a set of models M, we denote by 〈M〉 the set {〈m〉|m ∈ M}. We apply the previous notion to sets of FSMs
as follows: Given a set of FSMs F , the subset of FSMs whose set of states is a subset of S is denoted by 〈F,S〉.
We call it the constraint of F to S. As we will see, in most of our rules the constrained evaluations associated with
the premises and the conclusion of the rule will coincide.
(b) However, in some situations the previous condition does not hold. In particular, adding some hypotheses to the
model may require to apply the same rule several times. For instance, let us suppose that we apply the long rule
to include the longSequencesSamePath(n) hypothesis. After applying it, we discover that two states coincide.
After matching them, a new path of n states appears. So, long can be applied again. Intuitively, the consistent rule
is responsible of forcing a complete application of hypotheses: Since the consistent rule is enabled only when no
other rule can modify the model (and applying it is required to reach allModelsCorrect afterwards), we will
have that, at the end, hypotheses will be properly considered.
Let us consider the correctness of the deduction rules. By the definition of the α function for observation predicates,
given in Definition 9, we trivially deduce that the set of FSMs fulfilling the premise and the conclusion of the obser
rule coincide. Next we consider some properties concerning the rest of rules. For each property, we show in italics the
rule this property is concerned with.
Lemma 1. The following properties hold:
• (fusion) Let m1, m2, and m3 be models where each component of m3 is the union of the corresponding components
of m1 and m2. We have
ν(model (m1) ∧ model (m2)) = ν(model (m3))
• (set) Let m be a model. We have
ν(model (m)) = ν(models ({m}))
• (propagation) If 〈m〉 ⊆ 〈M′〉 then for all M we have
〈M∪{m}〉 ⊆ 〈M ∪M′〉
Besides, if ν(model (m)) ⊆ ν(models (M′)) then for all M we also have
ν(models (M ∪ {m})) ⊆ ν(models (M ∪M′))
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• (equality) Let m = (S, T , I,A, E,D,Obs) and s1, s2 ∈ S. If there exists q such that {s1 is q, s2 is q} ⊆ E then
we have
ν(model (m)) = ν(modelsSubset (modelElim(m, s1, s2)))
• (determ) Let m = (S, T , I,A, E,D,Obs). Let s, s1, s2 ∈ S and s ∈ D be such that {s i/o1−−−→ s1, s i/o2−−−→ s2} ⊆
T . Let M′ be equal to modelElim(m, s1, s2) if o1 = o2 and equal to ∅ otherwise. We have
ν(model (m)) = ν(modelsSubset (M′))
• (singleInit) Let m = (S, T , I,A, E,D,Obs), I ′ = I\{α, β}, and m′ = (S, T , I ′,A, E,D,Obs). Let us consider
I ∩ S = {s1, . . . , sn}. We have
ν(model (m)) = ν(modelsSubset (modelElim(m′, s1, {s2, . . . , sn})))
• (allDet) Let m = (S, T , I,A, E,D,Obs) and m′ = (S, T , I,A, E,S,Obs). We have both
〈ν(model (m) ∧ allDet ∈ Hyp),S〉 = 〈{m′}〉
and
ν(model (m) ∧ allDet ∈ Hyp) ⊆ ν(modelsSubset ({m′}))
• (allTran) Let n ∈ N, m be a deduced model, and M′ be obtained from m as defined by allTran. We have
ν(model (m) ∧ allTranHappenWith(n) ∈ Hyp) ⊆ ν(modelsSubset (M′))
• (upper) Let m be a model and n ∈ N. Let M′ be obtained from m as defined in the upper rule. We have both
〈ν(model (m) ∧ upperBoundOfStates(n) ∈ Hyp),st(m)〉 = 〈M′〉
and
ν(model (m) ∧ upperBoundOfStates(n) ∈ Hyp) ⊆ ν(modelsSubset (M′))
• (long) Let n ∈ N, m be a model, and M′ be obtained from m as defined by long. We have
ν(model (m) ∧ longSequencesSamePath(n) ∈ Hyp) ⊆ ν(modelsSubset (M′))
• (origin) Let m be a model, i be an input, o be an output, and M′ be obtained from m as defined by origin applied
to (i, o). We have both
〈ν(model (m) ∧ uniqueOrigin(i, o) ∈ Hyp),st(m)〉 = 〈M′〉
and
ν(model (m) ∧ uniqueOrigin(i, o) ∈ Hyp) ⊆ ν(modelsSubset (M′))
• (destination) Let m be a model, i be an input, o be an output, and M′ be obtained from m as defined by destination
applied to (i, o). We have both
〈ν(model (m) ∧ uniqueDestination(i, o) ∈ Hyp),st(m)〉 = 〈M′〉
and
ν(model (m) ∧ uniqueDestination(i, o) ∈ Hyp) ⊆ ν(modelsSubset (M′))
• (consistent) Let m be a model such that unable(m,R\{consistent, correct}). We have
ν(model (m)) = ν(modelsSubset ({consistent(m)}))
• (correct) Let m be a model such that worstCase(m) conf spec. We have
ν(model (consistent(m))) = ν(modelsSubset ({correct(m)}))
Proof. We prove the results described in (allDet), (long), and (allTran). The rest of results use very similar arguments
or are straightforward.
• (allDet) Let m = (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) and m′ = (S, T , I,A, E,S, Obs). First, let us prove 〈ν(model (m) ∧
allDet ∈ Hyp),S〉 = 〈{m′}〉. Let us note that, due to the definition of the ν function from α, the set ν(model (m) ∧
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allDet ∈ Hyp) is equal to ν(model (m)) ∩ ν(allDet ∈ Hyp). For all FSM F = (S ′, inputs′, outputs′, I ′, T ′)
belonging to this set we have thatF ∈ ν(model (m)) and, according to Definition 10, there do not exist two transitions
u
i/o1−−−→ u1, u i/o2−−−→ u2 ∈ T ′ such that u1 /= u2 or o1 /= o2. Consequently, the set 〈ν(model (m) ∧ allDet ∈
Hyp),S〉 denotes all deterministicFSMs belonging to ν(model (m))whose set of states is a subset ofS. In addition, let
us consider the elements of 〈{m′}〉 = 〈m′〉. We have that ν(model (m′)) is the set of FSMs belonging to ν(model (m))
such that all states belonging to S are deterministic (but the rest of states might not be so). Thus, 〈m′〉 denotes all
FSMs belonging to ν(model (m)) such that, on the one hand, all states belonging to S are deterministic and, on the
other hand, the set of states is a subset of S. That is, 〈m′〉 denotes all deterministic FSMs belonging to ν(model (m))
whose set of states is a subset of S. Thus, we deduce that 〈ν(model (m) ∧ allDet ∈ Hyp),S〉 = 〈{m′}〉.
Now we prove ν(model (m) ∧ allDet ∈ Hyp) ⊆ ν(modelsSubset ({m′})). Let us consider F ∈ ν
(model (m)) ∩ ν(allDet ∈ Hyp). That is, F is a deterministic FSM belonging to ν(model (m)). Let us note that we
have ν(modelsSubset
({m′})) = ν(models ({m′})) = ν(model (m′)). The term ν(model (m′)) denotes all FSMs
belonging to ν(model (m)) such that all states included in S are deterministic (but the rest might not). Clearly, we
have F ∈ ν(model (m′)). Thus, ν(model (m) ∧ allDet ∈ Hyp) ⊆ ν(modelsSubset ({m′})).
• (long) Let m = (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) be a model, n ∈ N, andM′ be obtained from m as defined by the rule long.
We have to prove
ν(model (m) ∧ longSequencesSamePath(n) ∈ Hyp) ⊆ ν(modelsSubset (M′))
Let F = (S ′, inputs′, outputs′, I ′, T ′) be an FSM such that we have F ∈ ν(model (m) ∧
longSequencesSamePath(n) ∈ Hyp). Thus, we also haveF ∈ ν(model (m)) and, according to Definition 10, there
do not exist in F two traces s1
i1/o1−−−→ s2 . . . sn in/on−−−→ sn+1 and s′1
i1/o1−−−→ s′2 . . . s′n
in/on−−−→ s′n+1 such that si /= s′i for
some 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1. According to the long rule, M′ consists of a single model m′ = (S, T , I,A, E ∪ E ′,D, Obs)
where E ′ denotes a set of equalities. These equalities are added to match states in equal positions along the same
sequence of n inputs/outputs. We have ν(modelsSubset
(M′)) = ν(modelsSubset ({m′})) = ν(model (m′)).
Let us note that, according to Definition 8, the FSMs contained in ν(model
(
m′
)
) are actually constrained by the
fusions induced by the set of equalities of m′, E ∪ E ′ (see how the model-to-FSM function is constructed from the
set of equalities in Definition 8). Comparing this set with model (m), the effect of these fusions is that some FSMs in
model (m) where there exist s1
i1/o1−−−→ s2 . . . sn in/on−−−→ sn+1 and s′1
i1/o1−−−→ s′2 . . . s′n
in/on−−−→ s′n+1 such that si /= s′i
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1 are missing in model (m′). In fact, ν(model (m′)) consists of all FSMs in ν(model (m)) but
them. Since F fulfills longSequencesSamePath(n), F is not one of the FSMs that is missing in model
(
m′
)
. Hence,
we have F ∈ ν(model (m′)) and we finally infer that ν(model (m) ∧ longSequencesSamePath(n) ∈ Hyp) is
indeed a subset of ν(modelsSubset
(M′)).
• (allTran) Let n ∈ N, m = (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) be the model, andM′ be obtained from m as defined by the appli-
cation of allTran. We will prove thatν(model (m) ∧ allTranHappenWith(n) ∈ Hyp) ⊆ ν(modelsSubset (M′)).
Let us suppose that F ∈ ν(model (m) ∧ allTranHappenWith(n) ∈ Hyp). Then, F ∈ ν(model (m)) and, accord-
ing to Definition 10, if F can perform all sequences in Obs then, for all set T ′s,i of transitions traversing the sequences
of Obs where the input i is offered n times from the state s, we have that all transitions in F leaving s with i are
included in T ′s,i . Let us note that the application of rules preserves the capability of models to perform all sequences
of Obs. Moreover, the number of occurrences of each transition through Obs is provided by A (specifically, by f
for each (s, i, outs, f, n) ∈ A). In order to check both properties, it is enough to see how transitions are preserved
when a state is eliminated by the modelElim function, given in Definition 7, and how it updates A, given in
Definition 6. Since the set of observations of m is Obs, m performs all sequences of Obs and the set A of m keeps
the number of occurrences of each transition through Obs. After the allTran rule is applied, a set of models M′ is
provided. Since F ∈ ν(allTranHappenWith(n)), there do not exist ts,i ∈ T leaving a state s with an input i and a
set T ′s,i of transitions where i is offered n or more times from s through the sequences of Obs such that ts,i ∈ T ′s,i .
Thus, the case (b) of the allTran rule is taken and we haveM′ /= ∅. A new modelm′ ∈ M′ is provided for each way to
add new equalities E ′ in such a way that, for all state s, input i, and set of transitions T ′′s,i from s with i
such that the cumulated number of occurrences of each transition is at leastn, all transitions from s with i are included
in T ′′s,i . Hence, there must exist m′ ∈ M′ such that F ∈ ν(model
(
m′
)
) and we have F ∈ ν(modelsSubset (M′)).

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Thus, the set of FSMs that fulfill the premises in the obser, fusion, set, equality, determ, singleInit, consistent,
and correct deduction rules coincides with the set of FSMs that fulfill the conclusion. In the allDet, upper, origin,
and destination rules, the constrained evaluations of the premises and conclusion coincide, and the evaluation of the
conclusion is, in general, a superset of the constrained evaluation of the premise. The latter property also holds in the
allTran and long rules. The correctness of the allCorrect rule, not considered in the previous result, will be analyzed
in terms of the meaning of the allModelsCorrect diagnostic rather than on the basis of the set of represented FSMs.
Besides, let us note that the relevant meaning of the consistent and correct rules does not concern which FSMs are
represented but whether they are all consistent or correct, respectively. Later we will address these issues. Regarding
the propagation rule, it always preserves the only two properties preserved by all targeted rules, that is, the inclusion of
evaluations and the inclusion of constrained evaluations. Let us note that, as we will see in the next result, the inclusion
of evaluations implies the inclusion of constrained evaluations. Moreover, the equality of evaluations implies the
equality of constrained evaluations. This implies, in turn, the inclusion of constrained evaluations. In the following
result, let us remind that R is the set of rules where the propagation rule can be used (see Definition 3).
Lemma 2. Let us consider model (m) ∧ ϕ r modelsSubset (M), with r ∈ R. We have the following results:
(a) If ν(model (m) ∧ ϕ)=ν(models (M)) then 〈ν(model (m) ∧ ϕ),st(m)〉=〈M〉.
(b) If 〈ν(model (m) ∧ ϕ),st(m)〉=〈M〉 then 〈ν(model (m)∧ϕ),st(m)〉⊆〈M〉.
(c) If ν(model (m)∧ϕ)⊆ν(models (M)) then 〈ν(model (m)∧ϕ),st(m)〉⊆〈M〉.
(d) If ν(model (m) ∧ ϕ)=ν(models (M)) then ν(model (m) ∧ ϕ)⊆ν(models (M)).
Proof. The properties (b) and (d) are straightforward. We consider the proof of (a). We have F ∈ ν(model (m) ∧ ϕ)
iff F ∈ ν(models (M)). Thus, the FSMs belonging to ν(model (m) ∧ ϕ) whose set of states is included in st(m)
coincides with the ones belonging to ν(models (M)) fulfilling the same condition. Let us note that for all m′ ∈ M
we have st(m′) ⊆ st(m): In all rules in R, each resulting model m′ either keeps the states of the original model m or
loses some of them. So, for all m′ ∈ M we have that taking only states in st(m) is equivalent to taking only states in
st(m′). For similar reasons we have (c). 
Next we consider some additional properties of the rules. First we show that, for all rules, the constrained evaluation
of the conclusion is a superset of the constrained evaluation of the premises. This property also holds if we consider
evaluations. Then, we show that if a rule preserves the FSMs that fulfill an hypothesis h, then it also preserves the FSMs
that fulfill h and any other hypothesis h′. Next we prove that adding some information to a model reduces, in general,
the set of FSMs it represents. It is so because the model is particularized. Finally, we show that if a hypothesis currently
holds in a model then its corresponding rule returns a singleton with that model.
Lemma 3. Let us consider model (m) ∧ ϕ r modelsSubset (M) ∈ R, with r ∈ R. We have the following
results:
(a) If ϕ = h ∈ Hyp then 〈ν(model (m) ∧ h ∈ Hyp),st(m)〉 ⊆ 〈M〉.
(b) If ϕ = h ∈ Hyp then ν(model (m) ∧ h ∈ Hyp) ⊆ ν(models (M)).
(c) Let ϕ = h ∈ Hyp. Then, 〈ν(model (m) ∧ h ∈ Hyp ∧ h′ ∈ Hyp),st(m)〉 ⊆⋃m′∈M〈ν(model (m′) ∧ h ∈
Hyp ∧ h′ ∈ Hyp),st(m′))〉, where h′ is any hypothesis of HOTL.
(d) We have 〈m〉 ⊇ 〈M〉.
(e) Letϕ = h∈Hyp. If we have thatmodel (m) ∧ h ∈ Hyp r models ({m})andunable(m, {determ, equality})
then 〈(model (m) ∧ h ∈ Hyp),st(m)〉 = 〈m〉. Moreover, if we have both 〈(model (m) ∧ h ∈ Hyp),
st(m)〉 = 〈m〉 and unable(m, {determ, equality}) then model (m) ∧ h ∈ Hyp r models ({m}).
Proof. The results (a) and (b) are a direct consequence of the properties presented in Lemma 1 for all rules in R and
the implications given in Lemma 2. Besides, (c) is easy to prove by using (a): If constrained evaluations properly
preserve all FSMs where h holds then they also preserve the FSMs where both h and h′ hold. This is because ν(h ∈
Hyp ∧ h′ ∈ Hyp) = ν(h ∈ Hyp) ∩ ν(h′ ∈ Hyp) ⊆ ν(h ∈ Hyp). Next, (d) is a consequence of the fact that constraining
m with additional requirements reduces, in general, the set of FSMs that fit into the resulting model(s). All rules in
R either mark some states as deterministic (i.e., D is enlarged) or match some pairs of states (i.e., E is enlarged). In
the former case, the model loses all FSMs where states marked as deterministic are actually nondeterministic. In the
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latter case, new equalities match some pairs of states, say s1 and s2. Transitions reaching or leaving either s1 or s2
stay in the new model. Moreover, the fusion of s1 and s2 allows s1 to behave as s2 in the new model by means of
transitions inherited from s2, and viceversa (i.e. more transitions are imposed in the new model, being all FSMs that do
not include them lost). If the new model allows FSMs to extend model transitions with these new transitions, then the
former model allows it as well. That is, all FSMs where these transitions are added also belong to the former model.
Finally, let us consider the first statement of (e). Let us suppose that 〈(model (m) ∧ h ∈ Hyp), st(m)〉 /= 〈m〉. By (a),
we have 〈(model (m) ∧ h ∈ Hyp), st(m)〉 ⊂ 〈m〉. In this situation, we have that either model (m) ∧ h ∈ Hyp r
models ({m}) holds or it does not. If it does not hold then the property that we are proving trivially holds. So let us
consider that it holds. The allDet, singleInit, allTran, upper, long, origin, and destination rules apply a given hypothesis
h by searching for states or groups of states that do not fulfill h and manipulating them. In the allTran and long rules,
states might not completely exhibit their characteristics regarding each of these hypotheses only if pairs of states that
can be matched have not been matched yet: In allTran, some accounting registers could reach a threshold n only after
more states are fused; in long, new paths of length n could be created after some states are fused. In these cases, either
determ or equality can be applied. So, unable(m, {determ, equality}) does not hold. In the rest of rules, it is easy to
see that the required manipulations are always visible in the model. Thus, in all these cases, if 〈(model (m) ∧ h ∈
Hyp), st(m)〉 ⊂ 〈m〉 thenmodel (m) ∧ h ∈ Hyp r models ({m}) is false. The second statement also derives from the
rules definition. 
Next we show that the consistent rule can be applied to a model if and only if its constrained evaluation already
considers all assumed hypotheses and the determ and equality rules cannot be applied.
Lemma 4. Let P be a set of predicates and Phyp = {hi ∈ Hyp | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, for some n ∈ N, be the set of predicates
of the form h ∈ Hyp belonging to P . LetM be a set of models and m be a model such that P ∗ models (M ∪ {m}),
Then, we have model (m) consistent models (consistent(m)) iff we have both unable(m, {determ, equality}) and
〈ν(model (m) ∧ h1 ∈ Hyp ∧ . . . ∧ hn ∈ Hyp),st(m)〉 = 〈{consistent(m)}〉
Proof. We prove the implication from left to right by contrapositive. Hence, we consider that the right hand side
statement does not hold. In this case, either unable(m, {determ, equality}) holds or it does not. If this condition
holds then we have 〈ν(model (m) ∧ h1 ∈ Hyp ∧ . . . ∧ hn ∈ Hyp), st(m)〉 /= 〈{consistent(m)}〉. Since 〈m〉 =
〈consistent(m)〉 = 〈{consistent(m)}〉 and for all predicatesp and q we have ν(p ∧ q) ⊆ ν(p), we immediately deduce
〈ν(model (m) ∧ h1 ∈ Hyp ∧ . . . ∧ hn ∈ Hyp), st(m)〉 ⊂ 〈{consistent(m)}〉 = 〈m〉. This implies that there exists
hi ∈ Hyp such that 〈ν(model (m) ∧ hi ∈ Hyp), st(m)〉 ⊂ 〈m〉. That is, 〈m〉 does not fulfill hi . Let ri be the rule that
allows to consider hi . Let us note that rules concerning hypotheses can always be applied to any model, provided that
the hypothesis belongs to Hyp. Since unable(m, {determ, equality}) holds, by Lemma 3(e) we have that if ri returns
{m} then m actually fulfills hi . Since m does not do it, we deduce that ri does not return {m} and, since ri can be applied,
unable(m, ri) is false. So, the consistent rule cannot be applied. In addition, if unable(m, {determ, equality}) does
not hold then the consistent rule cannot be applied.
Next we consider the implication from right to left. First, let us note that if model (m) consistent
models (consistent(m)) does not hold then we have that unable(R\{consistent, correct}) is false. Hence, there
exists a rule r in the set R\{consistent, correct} such that r can be applied to m and a set of models different to
{m} is returned. If r ∈ {determ, equality} then we obtain the desired result because unable(m, {determ, equality})
is false. Otherwise, r involves the application of a hypothesis, say h. Since m is modified by the application of r , by
Lemma 3 (e) either unable(m, {determ, equality}) is false (and we have again the previous case) or 〈ν(model (m) ∧
h ∈ Hyp), st(m)〉 /= 〈m〉. In the latter case, by Lemma 3(a) we have 〈ν(model (m) ∧ h ∈ Hyp), st(m)〉 ⊂ 〈m〉.
Hence, 〈ν(model (m) ∧ h1 ∈ Hyp ∧ . . . ∧ hn ∈ Hyp), st(m)〉 ⊂ 〈{consistent(m)}〉. 
Next we show that the application of rules never returns less FSMs that those that fulfill the actual set of observations
and hypotheses. We consider this result in two phases. First, we show that the model m reached after considering
all observations and mixing the corresponding models exactly denotes the FSMs that can produce these observations.
Second, we show that the constrained evaluation of any set of models M obtained after considering some hypotheses
is a superset of the constrained evaluation of m. This result is also considered in the context of evaluations.
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Lemma 5. Let P = Pobs ∪ Phyp be a set of predicates where Pobs /= ∅ is a set of observation predicates and Phyp
is a set of hypothesis predicates. Let us suppose we have the derivations P ∗ model (m) set models ({m}) and
P ∗ models (M). We have:
(a) ν(∧p∈Pobs ) = ν(models ({m}))(b) 〈ν(models ({m}) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ),st(m)〉 ⊆ 〈M〉
(c) ν(models ({m}) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ) ⊆ ν(models (M))
Proof. We consider (a). Since the set rule requires that the set of observations is Obs, we have that models ({m}) is
the model obtained after applying the obser, fusion, and set rules until they cannot be applied anymore, and before any
other rule is applied. Let us consider the behavior of the obser rule, commented before, and the properties of the fusion
and set rules given in Lemma 1. The obser rule preserves the set of represented FSMs when each predicate p ∈ Pobs is
considered. The other rules also preserve the sets considered in the premises. Let us note that all observations belonging
to Pobs must be considered to reach models ({m}). Thus, we have ν(models ({m})) = ν(∧p∈Pobs ) and (a) holds.
Let us consider (b). By (a), any predicate obtained by applying obser, fusion, and set until they cannot be applied
anymore is such that its evaluation is equal to ν(
∧
p∈Pobs ). In order to reach a models (M) predicate, a predicate like
that must be reached before (recall that other rules cannot be applied until O = Obs). Let p = models ({m′}) be such
predicate. Themodels (M) predicate is obtained fromp in some steps (sayn) as follows. For some modelsm1, . . . , mn,
with m1 = m′ and mn ∈ M, sets of models M1, . . . ,Mn, rules r1, . . . , rn ∈ R, and conditions ϕ1, . . . , ϕn, we have
model (mi) ∧ ϕi ri models (Mi ), for all 1≤ i≤n, in such a way that mi ∈ −−−→Mi−1, where −−−→Mi−1 denotes the set of
models that are obtained after sequentially applying the rules r1, . . . , ri−1 (and, after each application, the propagation
rule). The combination of ri and propagation has the effect of substituting the model where ri is applied by a new set
of models. Thus, ((. . . (((M1\{m2}) ∪M2)\{m3}) . . . \{mi}) ∪Mi ) = −→Mi . Then,M = −−→Mn. On the one hand, if ϕi
is a condition of the form hi ∈ Hyp then, by Lemma 3(a), ri provides a new constrained evaluation that is a superset
of the constrained evaluation of the premises. On the other hand, if ϕi = true then ri ∈ {determ, equality} and,
by Lemma 1, we also conclude the same (let us recall that equality of evaluations implies inclusion of constrained
evaluations). Hence, 〈ν(model (mi) ∧ ϕi), st(mi)〉 ⊆ 〈Mi〉.
Next we prove the property P ≡ 〈ν(model (m1)∧∧1≤j≤i ϕj ), st(m1)〉⊆〈−→Mi〉 by induction over i. In the anchor
case we consider i = 1. We have −→M1 = M1, so P trivially holds. Let us assume that P holds for i = k, and let us
prove it for k + 1. By induction hypothesis, 〈ν(model (m1) ∧ ∧1≤j≤k ϕj ), st(m1)〉 ⊆ 〈−→Mk〉. If all FSMs included
in 〈ν(model (m1) ∧ ∧1≤j≤k ϕj ), st(m1)〉 are also included in 〈−→Mk〉, then the FSMs belonging to 〈ν(model (m1) ∧∧
1≤j≤k ϕj ), st(m1)〉 that also fulfill the condition ϕk+1 are included in 〈−→Mk〉 as well. So, we have 〈ν(model (m1) ∧∧
1≤j≤k ϕj ), st(m1)〉 ∩ ν(ϕk+1) ⊆ 〈−→Mk〉 ∩ ν(ϕk+1). Let us note that 〈ν(model (mk+1) ∧ ϕk+1), st(mk+1)〉 ⊆
〈Mk+1〉. Hence, if we consider the set of FSMs 〈−→Mk〉 ∩ ν(ϕk+1), we remove all the FSMs belonging to the set
〈ν(model (mk+1) ∧ ϕk+1), st(mk+1)〉, and add the FSMs belonging to 〈Mk+1〉 then no FSM is lost, that is, we
have 〈−→Mk〉 ∩ ν(ϕk+1) ⊆ ((〈−→Mk〉 ∩ ν(ϕk+1))\〈ν(model (mk+1) ∧ ϕk+1), st(mk+1)〉) ∪ 〈Mk+1〉. Let us note that
〈ν(model (mk+1) ∧ ϕk+1), st(mk+1)〉 = 〈mk+1〉 ∩ ν(ϕk+1). So, the former expression is equivalent to
((〈−→Mk〉 ∩ ν(ϕk+1))\(〈mk+1〉 ∩ ν(ϕk+1))) ∪ 〈Mk+1〉. By the distributive property, we have that this expression is equal
to ((〈−→Mk〉\〈mk+1〉) ∩ ν(ϕk+1)) ∪ 〈Mk+1〉. All elements in this set are included in (〈−→Mk〉\〈mk+1〉) ∪ 〈Mk+1〉, which is
equivalent to 〈−−−→Mk+1〉. Summarizing, we deduce the following relation: 〈ν(model (m1) ∧ ∧1≤j≤k+1 ϕj ), st(m1)〉 =
〈ν(model (m1) ∧ ∧1≤j≤k ϕj ), st(m1)〉 ∩ ν(ϕk+1) ⊆ 〈−−−→Mk+1〉. Hence, P holds.
By P , we deduce 〈ν(model (m1) ∧ ∧1≤j≤n ϕj ), st(m1)〉 ⊆ 〈−−→Mn〉. Let us remind that m1 = m′ and −−→Mn = M.
LetP ′hyp = {ϕ1, . . . , ϕn}. Predicates inP ′hyp either follow the patternh ∈ Hyp or are the true predicate. Hence, we have
{p | p ∈ P ′hyp ∧ p /= true} ⊆ Phyp and ν(Phyp) ⊆ ν(P ′hyp). Since we have 〈ν(model
(
m′
) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m′)〉 ⊆
〈ν(model (m′) ∧ ∧p∈P ′hyp ), st(m′)〉, we obtain 〈ν(models ({m′}) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m′)〉 ⊆ 〈M〉. Let us also remind
that ν(models ({m})) = ν(models ({m′})) = ν(∧p∈Pobs ). Moreover, due to the definition of the obser, fusion, and
set rules, we have that m and m′ only differ in state names, that is, a bijective state renaming allows to obtain m
from m′ and viceversa. Hence, 〈ν(models ({m′})), st(m′)〉 = 〈ν(models ({m})), st(m)〉. As a direct consequence,
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we deduce 〈ν(models ({m′}) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m′)〉 = 〈ν(models ({m}) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m)〉. Thus, we obtain the
desired result, that is, 〈ν(models ({m}) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m)〉 ⊆ 〈M〉.
The validity of the result (c) is proved by using similar arguments. 
Moreover, if all models belonging to a set of models pass the consistent rule then the FSMs represented by this set
coincides with the set of FSMs represented by the conjunction of the model obtained after processing the observations
and all the hypotheses.
Lemma 6. Let P = Pobs ∪ Phyp be a set of predicates where Pobs /= ∅ is a set of observation predicates and Phyp is a
set of hypothesis predicates. LetM be such that P ∗ models (M) andM = {consistent(m1), . . . , consistent(mn)},
with n ≥ 1. Finally, let models ({m}) be a predicate obtained from P after applying the obser, fusion, and set rules
until they cannot be applied anymore. Then, we have 〈ν(model (m) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ),st(m)〉 = 〈M〉.
Proof. Let us consider the set M′ = {m1, . . . , mn}. By Lemma 4, we have that the predicate models
(M′) is such
that for all m′ ∈ M′ the property model (m′) consistent models ({consistent(m′)}) holds iff for all m′ ∈ M′ we
have 〈ν(model (m′) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m′)〉 = 〈{consistent(m′)}〉 = 〈m′〉 and the determ and equality rules cannot be
applied to m′. Since models
(M′) is reached from model (m), by applying Lemma 5 (b) we obtain the property
〈ν(model (m) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m)〉 ⊆ 〈M′〉.
In order to prove the remaining inclusion, let us note first that 〈M′〉 =⋃m′∈M′ 〈m′〉 =⋃m′∈M′ 〈ν(model (m′) ∧∧
p∈Phyp ), st(m
′)〉. Let us assume that there exists m′ ∈ M′ and F ∈ 〈ν(model (m′) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m′)〉 such
that we have that F ∈ 〈ν(model (m) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m)〉. Since m′ is obtained from m after applying some rules, by
Lemma 3(d) we have 〈m〉 ⊇ 〈m′〉. Thus, such an FSM F does not exist. Hence, we deduce that we have
〈ν(model (m) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m)〉 ⊇ ⋃m′∈M′ 〈ν(model (m′) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m′)〉. From this last result we can
conclude 〈ν(model (m) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m)〉 = 〈M′〉 = 〈M〉. 
By taking into account Lemmas 5(a) and 6 we deduce that if a set of models passes the consistent rule then this
set contains all FSMs that can produce the observations and fulfill the hypotheses within the states considered by each
model of the set.
Corollary 1. LetP = Pobs ∪ Phyp be a set of predicates, wherePobs /= ∅ is a set of observation predicates andPhyp is a
set of hypothesis predicates. LetM be such that P ∗ models (M) andM = {consistent(m1), . . . , consistent(mn)},
with n ≥ 1. Then, there exists a model m such that
(a) ν(∧p∈Pobs ) = ν(model (m)).(b) 〈ν(model (m) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ),st(m)〉 = 〈M〉.
If the set of observations and hypotheses is such that at least one FSM fulfills them then, after the successive
application of rules, each model belonging to the set of models will be able to pass the consistent rule.
Lemma 7. Let P = Pobs ∪ Phyp be a set of predicates, where Pobs /= ∅ is a set of observation predicates and Phyp
is a set of hypothesis predicates. We have ν(∧p∈P ) /= ∅ iff there exists M such that P ∗ models (M) and M ={consistent(m1), . . . , consistent(mn)}, with n ≥ 1.
Proof. We consider the implication from left to right. By Lemma 5(a) we have ν(q) = ν(∧p∈Pobs ), for the predicate
q = model (m) reached after applying obser, fusion, and set until they cannot be applied anymore. Let us show that
there exists a predicate models (M), with M = {m1, . . . , mn}, such that it is reached from q and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n
we have model (mi) consistent models ({consistent(mi)}). Let us note that if this holds then, by applying n times the
propagation rule, we can immediately deduce P ∗ models (M′), withM′ = {consistent(m1), . . . , consistent(mn)}.
By the definition of the consistent rule, a predicate models
(M′′) is such that for all m′′ ∈ M′′ we have
model
(
m′′
) consistent models ({consistent(m′′)}) iff for all m′′ ∈ M′′ we have unable(m′′,R′), where R′ =
R\{consistent, correct}. We will show that such a predicate models (M′′) is reached from q by operating as follows:
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First, the singleInitial, allDet, origin, destination, and upper rules are applied once for each corresponding hypothesis
in Hyp. Next, the allTran and long rules are repeatedly applied in any order. These seven rules are applied in such a way
that, after each one is applied, the rules determ and equality rules are applied until they cannot be applied anymore.
Let us note that the singleInit and allDet rules can modify each model only once, that is, if we assume that there
is a single initial state or that all states are deterministic, further application of these rules will return a singleton with
the same model. This is also the case of the origin and destination rules: After equality and determ exploit all new
equalities added to E by these rules, in each case either a single origin/destination state will remain in the model, or
an inconsistency will be found. A single application of upper is enough because the number of model states never
increases. Thus, after only models with n states are returned, the hypothesis will always hold. The allTran and long
rules are such that if they do not return a singleton with the same model, then they return some models where each
one contains new equalities in its corresponding set E . After each of them is applied, the rules determ and equality will
exploit these new equalities to either find an inconsistency (i.e., the model is eliminated) or match some states (i.e.,
the number of states is reduced). Rules are not applied to eliminated models and the elimination of states cannot be
performed indefinitely because the number of states is finite. Let us consider the following expression:
b(M) =
{
(i, n)
∣∣∣∣1 ≤ i ≤ max{st(m)|m ∈ M} ∧n = |{m|m ∈ M ∧ st(m) = i}|
}
We consider the following order relation between sets of models: M > M′ iff
max
{
l
∣∣∣∣ ∃ n ((l, n) ∈ b(M)) ∧ ∃ m ((l,m) ∈ b(M′)) ∨∃ n,m ((l, n) ∈ b(M) ∧ (l, m) ∈ b(M′) ∧ n > m)
}
∨
max
{
l
∣∣∣∣ ∃ n ((l, n) ∈ b(M′)) ∧ ∃ m ((l,m) ∈ b(M)) ∨∃ n,m ((l, n) ∈ b(M′) ∧ (l, m) ∈ b(M) ∧ n > m)
}
For example, ifM1 has one model with 3 states and three models with 2 states then b(M1) = {(3, 1), (2, 3), (1, 0)};
if b(M2) = {(2, 4), (1, 8)} then M1 > M2 because 3 > 2.
Let models (M) and models (M′) be predicates such that models (M′) is obtained from models (M) after
applying a allTran or long rule and then determ and equality until they cannot be applied anymore (the application of
each requires applying propagation afterwards). Then, we have M > M′ because if the allTran or long rules modify
a model then new returned models have less states than the original model. Let us note that there exists a minimal set
of models: ∅. However, if ν(∧p∈P ) /= ∅ then this predicate cannot be reached. By Lemma 5(c), for all M such that
P ∗ models (M)we have ν(q ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ) ⊆ ν(models (M)). As we said before, we have ν(q) = ν(∧p∈Pobs ). So,
ν(
∧
p∈Pobs ∧
∧
p∈Phyp ) ⊆ ν(models (M). Thus, ν(
∧
p∈P ) /= ∅ implies ν(models (M)) /= ∅. That is, if ν(
∧
p∈P ) /=
∅ then the minimal set of models is models ({m}), where st(m) = 1. Hence, the proposed process terminates and it is
done in such a way that some FSMs are represented: A set of models M′′, with ν(models (M′′)) /= ∅, where no rule
in R′ can modify any model m′′ ∈ M′′ is finally reached. That is, for all m′′ ∈ M′′ we have unable(m′′,R′) and the
consistent rule can be applied to all models in M′′.
Next we consider the implication from right to left. Let M be a set of models such that P ∗ models (M) and
M = {consistent(m1), . . . , consistent(mn)}, with n ≥ 1. Let us note that if the determ and equality rules cannot be
applied to a model mi then ν(model (mi)) /= ∅. A model represents an empty set of FSMs only if the components of
the tuple denoting the model contradict each other (let us note that a model without states represents all FSMs). Let
mi = (S, T , I,A, E,D,O). By the manipulation of T and I in rules, these sets never refer to states not included
in S. The set A cannot contradict other sets: If (s, i, outs, f,) ∈ A then no more outputs are allowed from s after
performing i, but all elements in outs are allowed. By the construction ofA, the set outs coincides with the current set
of available outputs from s after i, and the function f denotes the number of observed occurrences of each transition
from s with i. The set O does not affect ν(model (mi)). So, inconsistencies can only be produced by the contents of E
and D (with respect to T ). If determ cannot be applied then all states in the set D are actually deterministic according
to T . Besides, if equality cannot be applied then E does not allow to match more pairs of states. So, (nondeterministic)
states cannot be added to the set D. Hence, if unable(mi, {equality, determ}) then ν(model (mi)) /= ∅. Since P ∗
models (M), by Lemmas 5(a) and 6 we have 〈(∧p∈Pobs ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m)〉 = 〈M〉, where q = model (m) is again
the predicate reached after applying obser, fusion, and set. Since ν(model (mi)) /= ∅, we have ν(models (M)) /= ∅
and 〈M〉 /= ∅. So, 〈(∧p∈Pobs ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m)〉 /= ∅ and ν(∧p∈P ) /= ∅. 
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Let us note that the proof of the previous lemma implicitly provides a suitable criterion to select which rule to apply
next: By following the proposed order, a diagnostic is reached after applying rules a finite number of times.
Next we show that a model passes the correct rule if and only if all the FSMs it represents conform to the specification.
Lemma 8. Let spec be anFSM and m be a model. We haveworstCase(m) conf spec iff for all F ∈ ν(model (m))
we have F conf spec.
Proof. Let m = (S, T , I,A, E,D,O) be a model. First we prove the implication from left to right. Let us suppose
worstCase(m) conf spec and let us assume that there exists F ∈ ν(model (m)) such that F conf spec does not
hold. By the definition of the conf relation (see Definition 2), there exists ρ1 = (i1/o1, . . . , in−1/on−1, in/on) ∈
traces(spec), withn ≥ 1, such thatρ2 = (i1/o1, . . . , in−1/on−1, in/o′n) ∈ traces(F ) andρ2 ∈ traces(spec). Next
we show that there actually exist two sequences ρ′1 = (i1/o1, . . . , ij−1/oj−1, ij /oj ) and ρ′2 = (i1/o1, . . . , ij−1/oj−1,
ij /o
′
j ), with j ≤ n, such that ρ′1 ∈ traces(spec), ρ′2 ∈ traces(worstCase(m)), but ρ′2 ∈ traces(spec). In this
case, we have worstCase(m) conf spec is false, which is a contradiction.
Let F = (S ′, inputs′, outputs′, I ′, T ′) and ρ′ = (i1/o1, . . . , ip/op) be the maximal prefix of ρ = (i1/o1, . . . ,
in−1/on−1) such that bothF and worstCase(m) can perform ρ′ by traversing the same states from the same initial state.
We consider the following possibilities: Either p = 0 (i.e. ρ′ is empty) or p ≥ 1. If p = 0 then the initial state used in F
to perform ρ either does not belong to S or it does but it is not an initial state belonging to I. By the construction of F ,
these cases imply β ∈ I and {α, β} ∩ I /= ∅, respectively. If β ∈ I then, by the construction of worstCase(m) given in
Definition 4, ⊥ is an initial state of worstCase(m). We also have that ⊥ i1/error−−−−−−−→ ⊥ is a transition in worstCase(m).
Since (i1/o1) ∈ traces(spec) and (i1/error) ∈ traces(spec), we deduce worstCase(m) conf spec does not hold.
If β ∈ I then, taking into account that {α, β} ∩ I /= ∅, we have α ∈ I. This implies that all states of worstCase(m)
are initial, which contradicts the fact that F performs ρ from a state in S that is not initial. Hence, if p = 0 then α ∈ I
is not possible.
Let us consider the case: 1 ≤ p < n − 1. For some state v ∈ S ∪ S ′ we have v ip+1/op+1−−−−−−−→ w ∈ T ′ and
v
ip+1/op+1−−−−−−−→ w ∈ T . According to the construction of F we deduce that v ∈ D and there does not exist outs and
f such that (v, ip+1, outs, f,) ∈ A. Hence, by the construction of worstCase(m) from m, in this case we have that
v
ip+1/error−−−−−−−−→ ⊥ is a transition in worstCase(m). So, ρ′′ = (i1/o1, . . . , ip+1/error) ∈ traces(worstCase(m)).
Besides, we have (i1/o1, . . . , ip+1/op+1) ∈ traces(spec), but ρ′′ ∈ traces(spec) because error ∈ outputsspec.
Thus, worstCase(m) does not conform to spec.
Finally, let us consider the case when p = n − 1. If we have s in/o
′
n−−−→ s′′ ∈ T , for some s′′, then we trivially obtain
that worstCase(m) does not conform to spec because of ρ2 (see the beginning of the proof for the definition of ρ2). Let
us suppose that there does not exist s′′ such that s
in/o
′
n−−−→ s′′ ∈ T . Since there exists s′′′ such that s in/o
′
n−−−→ s′′′ ∈ T ′, by
the construction of F , we have that there does not exist outs and f such that (s, in, outs, f,) ∈ A. Moreover, either
s ∈ D or there do not exist s′′ and o such that s in/o−−−→ s′′ ∈ T . Hence, by the construction of worstCase(m), we have
(i1/o1, . . . , in−1/on−1, in/error) ∈ traces(worstCase(m)). So, worstCase(m) is again incorrect with respect to
spec.
Now we consider the implication from right to left. Again, we reason by contrapositive: We suppose that
worstCase(m) does not conform to spec and we show that there existsF ∈ ν(model (m)) such thatF does not conform
to spec. There exists ρ1 = (i1/o1, . . . , in−1/on−1, in/on) ∈ traces(spec) with n ≥ 1 such that ρ2 = (i1/o1, . . . ,
in−1/on−1, in/o′n) ∈ traces(worstCase(m)) and ρ2 ∈ traces(spec). We have two possibilities: Either o′n = error
or not. Let us suppose that o′n /= error . Then, worstCase(m) can perform the transition that allows to execute in/o′n
from m. By the construction of each machine, for all F ∈ ν(model (m)) we have ρ2 ∈ traces(F ). So, F conf spec
does not hold. Let us consider now the second case, that is, o′n = error , and let s ∈ S be the state reached in
worstCase(m) after executing (i1/o1, . . . , in−1/on−1) and before performing in/error . By the construction of
worstCase(m), there does not exist outs and f such that (s, in, outs, f,) ∈ A and either s ∈ D or there do
not exist s′′ ∈ S and o such that s in/o−−−→ s′′ ∈ T . Actually, by the construction of FSMs from m, there exists an
FSM F ∈ ν(model (m)) for each possible behavior we can invent from s ∈ S ′ with input in. Since there exists an
output o ∈ outputsspec such that o cannot be produced in spec in response to the input i from the state s, we
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have (i1/o1, . . . , in−1/on−1, in/o) ∈ traces(F ) but (i1/o1, . . . , in−1/on−1, in/o) ∈ traces(spec). Hence, F does
not conform to spec. 
Next we show that, in terms of conformance, it is equivalent to consider evaluations or constrained evaluations.
Lemma 9. Let spec be an FSM and m be a model. For all F ∈ ν(model (m)) we have F conf spec iff for all
F ′ ∈ 〈m〉 we have F ′ conf spec.
Proof. Clearly, 〈m〉 ⊆ ν(model (m)). So, we only need to consider the implication from left to right. By contrapos-
itive, let us suppose that there exist F ∈ ν(model (m)) and two traces ρ1 = (i1/o1, . . . , in−1/on−1, in/on) and ρ2 =
(i1/o1, . . . , in−1/on−1, in/o′n), with n ≥ 1, such that ρ1 ∈ traces(spec), ρ2 ∈ traces(F ), but ρ2 ∈ traces(spec).
Let F ′ be the FSM that results from F by eliminating all states that are not in st(m) and all transitions involving them.
We have F ′ ∈ 〈m〉. In order to show that F ′ conf spec does not hold we use similar arguments to those used in the proof
of Lemma 8, though we refer to F ′ instead of to worstCase(m). Let ρ′1 = (i1/o1, . . . , ij /oj ) be the longest prefix of ρ1
such that ρ′1 ∈ traces(F ′) and both F and F ′ can execute this sequence by traversing the same states. Let us note that
the transitions that allow F ′ to execute ρ′1 are those of m. If F performs (ij+1/oj+1) after ρ1 then it means that m allows
to extend its set of transitions to do it. According to the construction of F , this implies that the corresponding state is not
closed for ij+1 and either it is not deterministic or no current transition describes the reaction of this state to ij+1. Then,
there exists F ′′ ∈ 〈m〉 such that F ′′ performs (ij+1/o) at this point and moves to a state belonging to st(m). However,
ρ′2 = (i1/o1, . . . , ij /oj , ij+1/o) ∈ traces(spec). Since we have (i1/o1, . . . , ij /oj , ij+1/oj+1) ∈ traces(spec) and
ρ′2 ∈ traces(F ′′), we deduce that F ′′ does not conform to spec. 
A straightforward application of Lemmas 8 and 9 leads to the following corollary: We can assess models in terms
of their constrained evaluations.
Corollary 2. Let spec be an FSM and m be a model. Then, we have that worstCase(m) conf spec iff for all
F ∈ 〈m〉 we have F conf spec.
In the next result we relate the terms obtained by the application of rules and the set of FSMs that actually fulfill the
observations and hypotheses. On the one hand, if an FSM belongs to the constrained evaluation of the set of models
obtained after applying the consistent rule then it fulfills the observations and hypothesis. On the other hand, if an
FSM fulfills the observations and hypotheses then it belongs to the evaluation of the set obtained after applying the
consistent rule.
Lemma 10. Let P = Pobs ∪ Phyp be a set of predicates where Pobs /= ∅ is a set of observation predicates and Phyp is
a set of hypothesis predicates. Let us suppose P ∗ models (M), whereM = {consistent(m1), . . . , consistent(mn)}.
Then,
(a) For all F ∈ 〈M〉 we have F ∈ ν(∧p∈Pobs ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ).
(b) For all F ∈ ν(∧p∈Pobs ∧∧p∈Phyp ) we have F ∈ ν(models (M)).
Proof. First, let us consider (a). By Corollary 1, we have that there exists m such that ν(∧p∈Pobs ) = ν(model (m))
and 〈ν(model (m) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m)〉 = 〈M〉. Thus, we have 〈M〉 = 〈ν(∧p∈Pobs ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ), st(m)〉. Since we
have 〈ν(∧p∈Pobs ∧∧p∈Phyp ), st(m)〉 ⊆ ν(∧p∈Pobs ∧∧p∈Phyp ), we deduce that (a) holds.
Next we consider (b). By Lemma 5 (c), for all M obtained from m we have ν(model (m) ∧ ∧p∈Phyp ) ⊆
ν(models (M)). Hence, ν(∧p∈Pobs ∧∧p∈Phyp ) ⊆ ν(models (M)) and so we conclude that (b) holds. 
Finally, we use all the previous machinery to prove the soundness and completeness of HOTL.
Theorem 1 (Soundness and Completeness Theorem). Let spec be an FSM and P be a set of predicates including at
least one observation predicate. Then, P logicConf spec iff for all FSM F ∈ ν(∧p∈P ) we have that F conf spec
and ν(
∧
p∈P ) /= ∅.
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Proof. Let us consider the implication from left to right. If P logicConf spec then P ∗ allModelsCorrect. Since
a set of correct models is required to achieve allModelsCorrect and, before this, a set of consistent models is also
required, we have P ∗ models (M), for some set of consistent models M = {consistent(m1), . . . , consistent(mn)},
with n ≥ 1. By Lemma 7 we have ν(∧p∈P ) /= ∅. We also have that each model mi passes the correct rule, that
is, worstCase(mi) conf spec. Let us consider any F ∈ ν(∧p∈P ) such that F conf spec does not hold. Due to
Lemma 10(b), F ∈ ν(M). So, there exists mi such that F ∈ ν(mi). If F conf spec does not hold then, by Lemma 9,
there exists F ′ ∈ 〈mi〉 such that F ′ conf spec does not hold. Then, by Corollary 2, worstCase(mi) conf spec does
not hold and at least one model ofMwill not pass the correct rule. So, we do not achieve allModelsCorrect, which
makes a contradiction.
We consider the implication from right to left. If ν(
∧
p∈P ) /= ∅ then, by Lemma 7, we have P ∗ models (M) for
some set of consistent modelsM = {consistent(m1), . . . , consistent(mn)}, with n ≥ 1. Let us suppose that for all FSM
F ∈ ν(∧p∈P ) we have F conf spec and let us prove that from models (M) we can achieve allModelsCorrect.
If we do not, then there exists mi ∈ M such that worstCase(mi) conf spec does not hold. By Lemma 8, this also
means that for some F ∈ ν(model (mi)) we have that F conf spec does not hold. Moreover, by Lemma 9 there exists
F ′ ∈ 〈mi〉 such that F ′ conf spec does not hold. Since F ′ ∈ 〈M〉, by Lemma 10(a) we deduce F ′ ∈ ν(∧p∈P ). So,
we get a contradiction. 
Corollary 3. Let IUT and spec be FSMs and P be a set of predicates including at least one observation predicate. If
IUT ∈ ν(∧p∈P ) then P logicConf spec implies IUT conf spec. Moreover, if there exists F ∈ ν(∧p∈P ) such
that F conf spec does not hold then P logicConf spec does not hold.
7. Extending HOTL: general guidelines
In this section we consider several possibilities to extend HOTL with new capabilities. We present two different
directions of improvement: Improvements oriented to add the capability to express new hypotheses, and improvements
oriented to ease the transition from the logic, considered as a theoretical framework, to a tool/prover allowing to make
the same deductions computationally.
Regarding the representation of new hypotheses, next we consider some guidelines to extendHOTLwith additional
predicates and rules. If a user desires to extend the current repertory of available hypotheses then she has to take into
account the way properties are represented and analyzed in the logic.HOTL is based on the idea that in order to analyze
the (infinite) set of FSMs that fulfill some properties, it is enough to analyze the worst particularization of a model
representing these properties. This particularization is, in turn, a single FSM. The treatment of any new hypothesis must
fit into this scheme. In order to add a new hypothesis to the repertory, the user of the logic has to follow the following
steps:
(1) Check whether the tuple representing models has to be extended with new components to denote additional
information. Let us note that a new hypothesis could not need such an additional information. For example, if
we want to add the hypothesis “all the times a given input is proposed everywhere in the IUT, a given fix output
is produced” then no new information is required in models: Adding this hypothesis just consists in adding new
transitions (in the set T ) and closing the behavior of all states with respect to this input (in the set A). Similarly, if
we want to add the hypothesis “after n observations are obtained, all initial states are observed at least once” then
it is enough to consider the number of observations in Obs. So, no additional information is required. However,
if we need to add a hypothesis such as “if an IUT state is reached n times then the behavior of all inputs in this
state is closed” then we need an additional component in models to denote the number of times each model state
is reached. In general, if new components are added to models then we have to define how these components are
managed by the modelElim function, which transfers the responsibilities of some states to others when a state is
eliminated.
(2) By means of the characterization function α, the semantics of the new hypothesis predicate must be provided. This
fact will allow to check the correctness of the new rule with respect to the rest of rules of the logic (see the next step).
(3) A new rule allowing to assume the hypothesis in a given model has to be added. For the sake of homogeneity, it is
very convenient that the new rule follows the form required to apply the propagation rule. In order to guarantee a
correct behavior of the logic after the new rule is added, it must fulfill some properties. As we saw in the previous
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section, the correctness and completeness of HOTL is based on the fulfillment of some properties by all rules in
the logic. Two results summarize the dependence of the proof constructed in the previous section on the behavior
of each specific rule: Lemmas 3 and 7. If rules allow to infer these two results then the rest of results considered
in the section, which are a consequence of these properties, hold and the soundness and completeness of the logic
is obtained. Regarding Lemma 3, in the new rule we have to check that
· the constrained evaluation of the premises is included in the constrained evaluation of the conclusion (Lemma 3,
property (a)) and that the evaluation of the premises is included in the evaluation of the conclusion (b);
· the constrained evaluation of the conclusion is included in the constrained evaluation of the model given in the
premise (property d); and
· if the constrained evaluation actually fulfills the hypothesis then the constrained evaluation of the conclusion
coincides with the one corresponding to the premise (property e).
The property (c) of Lemma 3 does not have to be considered because it does not depend on the definition of each
rule. Regarding Lemma 7, we have to prove that there always exists a finite sequence of applications of rules
leading to a model where no more rules can be applied. Concerning the new rule, checking this consists in proving
that either the new rule does not need to be applied more than once, or that its application returns a smaller set of
models according to a given termination criterion defined in the proof of Lemma 7. Besides, if new components
are added to the formal representation of models in step (1) then we have to prove that any inconsistency can be
detected by applying the determ and equality rules.
Let us note that extending HOTL may also consist in providing the capability to refuse some hypotheses that are
implicitly assumed in the current framework. The current logic assumes that specifications and implementations are
given by finite state machines. A more general framework would allow to suppose that systems are represented by
using other formalisms. As a particular case, we could assume the hypothesis that systems actually are finite state
machines. Let us consider a few examples. Currently, the only method to denote that the IUT does not produce any
output as response to an input is to use a special output action to denote a mute response. If systems are represented
by using labelled transition systems, where inputs and outputs are not paired, this situation can be dealt with in a more
natural way. Other interesting formalisms such as probabilistic automata, probabilistic finite state machines, timed
automata, etcetera, could be considered. In each case, new specific hypotheses should deal with the peculiarities of
each framework. For example, we may consider properties such as “no action has a probability lower than p,” or “if an
action is observed at time t then we assume that it is also produced in all times belonging to the interval [t − δ, t + δ].”
At this point, let us consider how the logic can be improved to ease the transition from the current theoretical
framework to a computational system performing the same deductions. Let us note that some rules of our logic
potentially lead to an explosion of models. For example, the upper rule returns a model for each way to map the states
of the model into n states at most. In spite of the fact that doing this is theoretically correct, applying this rule is not
feasible in a computational environment if a model has a high number of states. Similarly, other rules consider all the
ways to map some states in such a way that a property holds. In these cases, there are several possibilities to limit the
number of models that are constructed and analyzed:
• Though hypothesis rules can be applied in any order, the application order influences the number of steps and
models that are needed to provide conclusions. For example, a given order may lead to quickly discover that some
models are inconsistent and can be discarded from the calculus, while a different order could make us to consider
and maintain these models longer. In order to take advantage of the elimination of inconsistent models, we can
split the application of a hypothesis into several steps in such a way that inconsistent models are systematically
eliminated after each step. For instance, in the upper rule, the operation of mapping m states into n states can be split
into m − n operations, consisting each of them in mapping two states into a single state. After each step is done,
an exhaustive search for inconsistencies can be performed. For instance, let us suppose that 10 original states must
be mapped into 5 states. Besides, let us assume that two deterministic states s1 and s2 answer b and c, respectively,
when the input a is proposed. Clearly, matching s1 and s2 leads to an inconsistent model. Thus, there is no need to
consider any mapping where, in particular, we match s1 and s2. If states are iteratively matched in such a way that
inconsistencies are searched after each match, then we avoid to consider any mapping where this pair is included:
All models where the pair (s1, s2) is chosen are immediately discarded. A new version of the upper rule follows.
It matches a single pair of states each time as well as requires a complete application of other hypothesis rules to
detect inconsistencies after each step
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(upper)
model (S, T , I,A, E,D, Obs) ∧ upperBoundOfStates(n) ∈ Hyp ∧
|S| > n ∧ unable(m,R\{upper, consistent, correct})
modelsSubset
( ⋃
E ′∈K
(S, T , I,A, E ∪ E ′,D, Obs)
)
where K contains all the sets E ′ = {u1 is w, u2 is w}, being w a fresh state identifier name and u1, u2 ∈ S.
• In some situations, the explosion of models could be avoided by using known test derivation algorithms. There
exist in the literature several algorithms to construct finite test suites which are complete to detect faults in the
IUT, that is, such that any faulty IUT is detected by a test of the suite (see for example [6,22,20,9,1]). Usually,
the completeness of these suites lies on the assumption of an upper bound in the number of states of the IUT (our
upperBoundOfStates(n) hypothesis). Though HOTL deals with a more general framework where the set of
hypotheses is chosen by the tester, in particular cases where the assumed hypotheses coincide with those actually
required by one of such algorithms we could stop the application of rules and apply the algorithm as follows. First,
we use the algorithm to extract a (complete) test suite from the specification. Then, we use the test suite to analyze
our knowledge about the IUT: If all FSMs represented by the current model pass all tests in the test suite provided
by the algorithm then the IUT is necessarily correct. In order to check this, it is enough to check whether the worst
particularization of the model (a single FSM) does so. If this FSM passes the test suite then the IUT is correct. Thus,
no more rules have to be applied (in particular, upper does not have to be applied) and the explosion of models is
avoided. If the FSM does not pass a test of the suite then no conclusions are obtained since we still have to apply the
logic rules to further refine the model in order to reach a diagnostic. Going one step further, it would be desirable that
the algorithm can take advantage of the knowledge given in the model so that, based on this information, smaller test
suites can be considered. Integrating HOTL with known test derivation algorithms in such way requires a deeper
research that is outside the scope of this paper.
There are other issues that may help to improve the efficiency of a computational calculus based on HOTL. As we
saw in the previous section, the allModelsCorrect diagnostic is reached iff all FSMs that produce the considered
observations and fulfill the hypotheses conform to the considered specification. Hence, if the allModelsCorrect
predicate cannot be obtained then we know that the conformance of the IUT cannot be guaranteed. Let us note that if
a model tagged as consistent does not pass the correct rule then there is no need to analyze any other model belonging
to the set of models: The IUT is not necessarily conforming. So, a simple rule denoting that the worst particularization
of a consistent model is not conforming avoids to perform a lot of unnecessary calculations.
We can also provide a rule denoting that a consistent model is necessarily incorrect. This information is specially
relevant for the tester, who can use it to provide a safe diagnostic of incorrectness. This rule would be similar to the
correct rule. This time, the best particularization would be considered. In order to build the best particularization of a
model, unknown behaviors would be filled by taking the specification behavior (being correct by definition), instead
of by adding the worst possible behavior. For all model states with non-closed inputs (i.e., unknown transitions), we
consider all traces leading to this state in the model. Let us note that there could be infinite such traces. Then, each
unknown is filled with a behavior that must be common to all the specification states that are reached in the specification
by any of these traces (the number of these specification states is, obviously, finite). If the resulting FSM is incorrect
then the model represents an FSM that is necessarily incorrect.
Let us note that in order to guarantee that the IUT is incorrect, all models in the set of models must be incorrect.
In particular, if a model in the set is not necessarily incorrect, then the IUT could be still correct. Besides, let us note
that considering the incorrectness of a model that has not been labelled as consistent yet is pointless. In fact, if this
model turns out to be inconsistent then it will be ignored because fulfilling the requirements it represents is impossible.
Hence, its incorrectness is irrelevant: This model does not represent a possible IUT.
8. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have presented a logic to infer whether a collection of observations obtained by testing an IUT
together with a set of hypotheses allow to deduce that the IUT conforms to the specification. A repertory of heteroge-
neous hypotheses providing a tester with expressivity to denote a wide range of testing scenarios has been presented.
By considering those observations and hypotheses that better fit into her necessities, the tester can obtain diagnosis
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results about the conformance of an IUT in a flexible range of situations. Besides, our logic allows her to iteratively
add observations (i.e., the results of the application of tests) and/or hypotheses until the complete set of predicates
guarantees the conformance. In this sense, our logic can be used to dynamically guide the steps of a testing methodology.
As future work we will study some ways to improve our logic. Some of them are described in detail in the previous
section: Extending the repertory of hypotheses, allowing more expressive formalisms for representing specifications
and implementations, integratingHOTLwith known test derivation algorithms as a way to avoid the model explosion,
providing an incorrectness rule, etc. In particular, dealing with efficiency issues is required prior to developing a prover
allowing to make the same deductions computationally. Besides, we want to develop a more complex application
example in the context of Internet protocols. This would allow to test the versatility of our framework with real
applications. We would also like to introduce a feasibility score for each of the rules. For example, for a given framework,
we can consider that assuming that all the states are deterministic is harder than assuming that the implementation
has less that 50 states. In this case, a lower feasibility score will be assigned to the first hypothesis. By accounting
the feasibility of all the hypotheses that we have to add before ensuring conformance we will obtain a measure of the
suitability of the considered observations and, indirectly, of the tests that we used to obtain them. Hence, our logic can
help a tester to choose her tests so that more trustable diagnosis results are obtained.
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Appendix
Repertory of Hypotheses of HOTL
Hypothesis Source Rule Meaning
det Obs obser The corresponding IUT state is deterministic
imp(q) Obs obser The corresponding IUT state coincides with
the one having as state identifier q
spec(s) Obs obser From the corresponding IUT state on, the
behavior coincides with the one given by the
specification from state s
singleInit Hyp singleInit There is a single initial state in the IUT
allDet Hyp allDet All IUT states are deterministic
allTranHappenWith(n) Hyp allTran For each state and input, all transitions departing
from that state labelled by this input are observed
after offering the input n times
upperBoundOfStates(n) Hyp upper The IUT has at most n states
longSequencesSamePath(n) Hyp long Every time that a sequence of length n is
performed, the same IUT states are traversed
uniqueOrigin(i, o) Hyp origin All IUT transitions labelled with i/o depart from
the same state
uniqueDestination(i, o) Hyp destination All IUT transitions labelled with i/o lead to the
same state
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